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93 S. Jackson Street #66754, Seattle, WA 98104-2818
Telephone & Fax Number (USA) 1-612-233-3600

Rebel Psychiatrist's
Control Powers Exposed

" Who Else Wants To Discover A
Rebel Psychiatrist's Amazing
Secret
That Lets You Put People Under
Your
Control Quickly & Easily … and
Get
Them to Do Anything You
Want?"

Now you can unleash your natural ability to...
●

Influence anyone to follow
your lead

●

Get clients & customers to
●

Compel colleagues to do what you suggest

●

Get just about anyone to say “Yes”

●

Have children & teens obey your commands

buy from you
●

Command new respect
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with everyone
●

●

Keep your lover(s) eternally loyal

Negotiate with stellar
success

And best of all, they will thank you for the
opportunity to do as you say.

PROOF !
As Reported By The BBC & MSNBC News
"Man Filmed Using These Amazing Control Powers To Make Cashiers &
Bankers Hand Over Bundles Of Cash Without Any Resistance Or Memory!"

Click The Play Button
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Click Here To See The Full BBC Report For Yourself
Note: This is a highly illegal use of these control powers. If you think you might use the powerful
information on this website for bad intentions please do yourself and the world a favor and close
this site now.

Who Is Igor Ledochowski ?

Igor Ledochowski is a Master Hypnotist, Coach, Mentor, Martial Artist, Lawyer & Creator of
The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis

Igor runs specialized Master Classes, training hypnotherapists in advanced skills, for
professional hypnotherapists' bodies like the London College of Clinical Hypnosis or the
Hypnotherapy Association.

Igor is a full member of the British Society of Clinical Hypnosis, the Association for Neuro
Linguistic Programming, the International Network for Humanistic Neuro Linguistic
Programming & The American Board Of Hypnotherapy.
He has written several books and recorded several audio products. His book “The
Deep Trance Training Manual Vol. 1”; has been received with much
enthusiasm in the hypnotic community, instantly selling out of the first print
run and going on to be a best seller amongst hypnosis books.

Igor also has a hypnotherapy practice. At his clinic he has worked with a
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variety of people from those wanting to stop smoking to people with phobias

Igor is the founder of the Curious Company. He delivers training programs designed to
teach corporate executives powerful tools for the workplace.

Who Is Milton Erickson?

Milton H Erickson, MD, PhD. 1901-1980 Psychiatrist, Psychologist, Generally
Acknowledged As The World's Greatest Ever Hypnotist

Dr. Milton Erickson is generally acknowledged to have been the worlds leading practitioner
of medical and psychological hypnosis.
His writings on hypnosis are the final word on techniques of inducing trance, experiments
that explore the outer limits of hypnotic experience, and many investigations in the art and
science of conversational hypnosis.
Dr. Erickson was both a psychiatrist and psychologist. He received a medical degree and a
Master's degree at the same time. He was…

●

Fellow of the American Psychiatric Association

●

Fellow of the American Psychological Association

●

Honorary Member of many societies of medical hypnosis in Europe, Latin America &
Asia

●

Founding President of The American Society for Clinical Hypnosis

●

Founder and Editor of the professional journal of The American Society for Clinical
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Hypnosis, The American Journal of Clinical Hypnosis
●

Chief Psychiatrist, Research Service, Worcester St. Hospital

●

Director of Psychiatric research and Training at Wayne State University College of
Medicine

●

Associate Professor of Medicine, Wayne State University College

●

Full Professor, Graduate School , Wayne State University College

●

Visiting Professor, Clinical Psychology, Michigan State University , East Lansing
Michigan

Dr Erickson's Major
Published Works

●

Encyclopedia Britannica 14th Edition Vol. 12

●

“Hypnotism” Special Collection: Papers by Milton H. Erickson

●

Experiencing Hypnosis
Therapeutic Approaches to Altered States

●

Hypnotherapy An Exploratory Casebook

●

The February Man
Evolving Consciousness and Identity in Hypnotherapy

●

The Practical Application of Medical and Dental Hypnosis

●

Hypnotic Realities
The Induction of Clinical Hypnosis and Forms of Indirect Suggestions

●

Over 200 scholarly papers related to hypnosis & therapy

Erickson and his foundation believed, and still believe, that only physicians, dentists
and psychologists should be allowed to use hypnosis.
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The Ericksonian Foundation will not let anyone who's not a licensed member of
those professions join the society, attend their meetings, buy or borrow audio tapes
from their extensive library, or even publicly practice hypnosis.
Erickson believed that the techniques he discovered and refined were “too
powerful” to be in the hands of the ordinary layman.
The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis Course completely breaks the embargo on
these techniques that the Ericksonian Foundation wants to keep hidden from
you

The Official Position Of The Ericksonian Foundation
Is That You Cannot Learn Or Practice Hypnosis
Unless You Are A Doctor, Dentist, Or Licensed
Psychologist
To allow you to learn Conversational Hypnosis would be unthinkable for this
organization...
But see what this senior member of the Ericksonian Foundation says about Igor
Ledochowski's groundbreaking work…

“Even after 40 years of studying hypnosis, I am impressed with
Igor Ledochowski's contribution to the field.”

Dr, Daniel Araoz,
American Board of Professional Hypnosis, Professor of Mental Health Counseling
Long Island University

Director Emeritus
Long Island Institute of Ericksonian Hypnosis
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Long Island, New York, USA

9/7/2008

"Breathtaking"

"I didn't believe this material would be that good, but it turns out to be a
breathtaking course on using hypnosis in everyday conversation.

"I've never seen or heard anything this complete, powerful, or convincing.

"I love it."

Dr. Joe Vitale
Star of "The Secret" Movie
Interviewed On 'Oprah'
CEO Hypnotic Marketing Inc & Author Of Over 20 Books
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Wimberely Texas, USA
http://www.MrFire.com

Here's What Others
Are Saying...
"I'm Getting Amazing Results!"
"Hi Cliff,
"Boy are you in trouble...
"I have devoured all the information. I've listened to every single
sound track, I've made tons of notes, I've practiced my new skills on the telephone,
I've enjoyed conversations with my friends, my neighbours and with my colleagues.
"I'm getting amazing results!"
"The postman has stopped leaving my garden gate open, I've persuaded a young
lady to join me for a meal this evening, I got a discount on the cost of servicing my
car.
"But I'm behind schedule and it's all your fault!
"I'm just going to have to persuade a couple of people to help me to catch up over
the weekend... and that's likely to be so much easier now that I have a powerful
new set of skills to help me to achieve my objectives.
"Thanks"
John
P.S. I haven't even begun to use my new skills in coaching my clients yet!
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John Taylor
Entrepreneur
Langholm, Dumfriesshire, Scotland
www.LakeHost.com

"I Got A Lot More Out Of The First Session Than I Got
Out Of The Other Conversational Or Indirect Hypnosis
Courses Out There."
"I have listened to the new Power of Conversational Hypnosis Course and I
can tell that it's very comprehensive.
"I got a lot more out of the first session than I got out of the other
conversational or indirect hypnosis courses out there.
"It's a valuable part of my library, and I'm very happy!
"I believe other people will learn conversational hypnosis easily from this new Power of
Conversational Hypnosis course.
"So get off your rear and grab it."It's a steal."

Michael Glowacki
Hypnotherapist
Madison, Wisconsin, USA
http://www.capitalhypnosis.com
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“Within The First Day, I Was Able To Put People Into
Deep Trances!"
“Within the first day, I was able to put people into deep trances!"
“Your course taught my mind how to be a great hypnotist. Later on I
flipped through a textbook and two things startled me.
"The first was that I was able to look over the pages and know exactly what was
being written about…
"The second was that I was reading the pages at a rate of 5 seconds per page (and
improving)!
"I have realized that a genuine knowledge of hypnosis allows the brain to
automatically shift gears into higher states of learning.
"What you've shared with me has changed my life forever!"
Marcus Oakey
Charisma Coach
Staines, Surrey, U.K.

"I Feel Privileged To
Have Taken Igor's
Magnificent Course"
Igor's course gives amazing insights into how our language and gestures program the
responses we get from others.
I have long noticed that sometimes my communication connects me very deeply with
people and sometimes it rips the connections apart.
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A lot of this has been explained by the course. I used to wonder how some people were so
consistently good with connecting.
Igor's course is such an amazing revelation of what makes people tick. In one sense you
could say it is manipulation, but I think of it as consciously guiding the aircraft of life
through the sunshine, clouds and storms of life.
As opposed to sitting in the passenger seat and being rocked and rolled to someone else's
tune.
Igor explains how we are being hypnotized all day long, so we may as well learn how to be
in the driver's seat.
I feel privileged to have taken Igor's magnificent course.
This meticulous course is a must have.

Al. F.
Author / Professional Pilot
Canada

"Best Course On The Market....Over Delivers"
"What can be said about Igor’s Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
course that hasn’t already been said?
"In my opinion it has to be the best course on the market in both overt
and covert situations.
"Igor’s course has many different layers to it. With each layer you peel back the
deeper he will take you. Just take a look at the contents to see the breadth and
range of what he over delivers.
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"Then when you think you’ve gained as much knowledge and ability as you possibly
could after going through it, something inside urges you to listen to the recordings
again. And you discover…
"You are learning as twice as much as you have learned the first time through!
"I am constantly amazed how much as a novice I have been able to utilize on a
daily basis what I have learned from Igor’s course in my professional and personal
life.
"In closing; I will leave you with two words - Get It!”
Muneer A. Rasheed
President, Asia Consulting Advice
Malaysia
www.asia-consulting-advice.com

"Its Like Magic...
Absolutely Amazing Results"
“Igor is the definitive expert on the mind, on fast results, and a genius
in the field of subconscious influence and change.
"He influences you consciously and subconsciously to release an
impressive potential in people.
"Its like magic: he gets absolutely amazing results!
"If you want to work with the best work with him!!
"But be warned: he gets exceptional results by doing exceptional things...
sometimes unusual things happen when you are around him.”
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David Taylor,
Global Leadership Expert,
Best selling Author “The Naked Leader" www.nakedleader.com

"Ploughing Through The Info Like A Kid
In A Sweet Shop"
"I got your fantastic course because I have wanted to learn this stuff for a while but never
previously found such a useful tool.
"I am now ploughing through the info like a kid in a sweet shop.
"Amazing stuff. Thanks for all the info you have opened me and many others up to.
"Love and peace"

James O'shea
Hypnosis Student
Berkhamsted, England

"It's Clear, Your Course Is Exceptional"
“It's clear, your course is exceptional, and that after your total immersion, I
have a real sense of knowing where I am heading on my exciting journey into
hypnosis.”
"In the past I was afraid of really doing hypnosis with people.
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"I used other people's scripts and would be terrified of changing even a single word!
"Now I rarely use scripts any more and I do amazing work.
"I feel so confident and happy now that I have all these skills.
"I am a better hypnotherapist, a better language trainer and a better person...
"Thank you again for a Life-changing experience!"

Lesley Hossner
Language Trainer & Hypnotherapist
Stevenage, UK
Hypnotherapist For www.easystop.co.uk Executive Member Of www.seal.org.uk

"I Got Them To Front Me Some Money"
"Hi Cliff & Igor,
"I am enjoying the course, I have just gotten to the story telling part.
"I thought it would be hard to make up stuff continuously, but its getting easier. I live right
next to the local college, so I have plenty of subjects to try it on...
"And I've had real success in the bank with this type of hypnosis...I got them to front me
some money... which is a shock... because my credit is horrible!
"I just relaxed them and asked for it.
"Thanks a lot."

Jason Gillikin
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Sales & Marketing Executive
Wilmington, NC, USA

"I Have Never Written A Testimonial Before..."
"Hi Clifford & Igor,
"I have never written a testimonial before...however this is a product that I
have found to be very useful in my line of work.
"I am a program manager for an information technology company, and my days are filled
with teleconference meetings with people spread all over the world.
"To bring the projects in on time and within budget, it is important to motivate individuals
and groups to complete certain tasks within specific timeframes.
"I have been able to apply the materials contained in this course to improve my
effectiveness in communicating the
objectives to the teams and inspiring those folks to adjust their priorities to successfully
reach the targeted completion dates of our projects.
"Anyone who interacts with other individuals through the
course of their daily activities would be benefited from applying the information contained
in this course to all of their conversations.
"There is a great deal of satisfaction in enlisting the cooperation of others while making
them feel good about taking a part in the things you suggest to them."

Larry Marcum
IT Program Manager
Twin Lakes, USA
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"Best Decision I Have Ever Made"
"Hi Cliff and Igor,
"The investment made to purchase this course was the best decision I've ever made.
"Communications skills are an often neglected part of our education, and our success in life
is very much dependant in having a high degree of skill in this area.
"Igor's course is the answer to the question of, "how do I obtain those skills?"
"While the original course, was a fantastic product, the all brand new updated course has
actually exceeded the benchmark that the first product set.
"I've gone through an initial listening of the course, and have set a goal of listening to it
many more times because while the first course has many tools, the new course has even
more.
"And it would be wise for everybody to make a promise to themselves to absorb and
comprehend completely everything that Igor presents to you in this new course.
"If you need more motivation, then imagine a time in the not too distant future, using the
conversational tools learned from this course, and being able to give commanding,
powerful verbal communications in which enrapture and absorb a person's or peoples
attention, and being able to look back to the day that you made the investment and
commitment to yourself to empower yourself by getting this course.
"This is what has happened to me, and I am truly grateful to Igor for creating such a
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fantastic product."

Karl Krause
Computer Support Representative
New Jersey, USA

"I Found Myself Quickly Putting People Into Hypnotic
Trances"
”From the first moment the course started...I was completely amazed...I
found myself quickly putting people into hypnotic trances ..."
"Powerful hypnotic language suddenly seemed to naturally flow from my
mouth.
"It seemed so simple, completely natural and very, very effective.."
Marc van der Linden
Systems Engineer
Antwerp, Belgium

"More Than A
Fantastic Bargain"
"My name is Paul M., and I'm a practicing attorney in the field of intellectual property. I do
trial work on cases involving patents, trademarks, copyrights and trade secrets.
"Out of curiosity, I became fascinated by hypnosis and the
hypnotic process about a year ago. I avidly studied many different sources to learn how to
become a great hypnotist.
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"I even attended a seminar held in Bangkok.
"Yet throughout this, something was lacking. That 'something' was the core belief deep
inside me that I could easily hypnotize anyone at anytime, given enough time.
"After listening to Conversational Hypnosis, I now have that
'something' and the confidence to talk to anybody at anytime with the purpose to
influence, inspire and motivate.
"The course is original, powerful and filled with dozens of examples of *captivating*
attention, evading the critical factor, evoking an unconscious response and providing
hypnotic instruction -- all through normal enough sounding conversation.
"Bonus material is provided that shows *powerful* examples of hypnotic story telling that
personally helped me a great deal.
"Now, I don't know if these hypnotic stories will motivate, inspire and educate you more
than me, or not, but I found them personally fascinating in content, structure and delivery.
"Moreover, the course utilizes the very conversation skills it teaches, so it works at a
deeper level within you while you learn at a conscious level.
"Suddenly, you start to notice that you are doing conversational hypnosis without even
trying.
"How cool is that?"
"I cannot recommend this product enough.
"It is more than a fantastic bargain.
"Best regards,"
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Paul M.
Intellectual Property Rights Attorney
Montana, USA

"You Communicate More Powerfully"
"Whatever business you are in, if you communicate more powerfully you will
be more successful. I challenge you to find an exception to this rule…
"I’ll save you some time, you won’t.
"One of the most import things to know is that with ever word you speak, you are
hypnotizing the listener.
"The question is… are you consciously and consistently
hypnotizing them such that they are motivated to take the action you want them to take?
"Igor Ledochowski’s course will allow you to do just that.
"For those that have never been exposed to hypnosis, this is an invaluable way to get
started.
"For those that are already seasoned hypnotists, I guarantee you will learn new
distinctions.

Ed Redard, M.D.
Author of “Hypnotic Motivation”
Physician, Master NLP practitioner, Hypnotherapist
www.MindfulHealthnstitute.com
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"One Of The Best Presents I Have
Ever Had"
"Dear Cliff
"I got the conversational hypnosis course for my birthday, and I need to tell you it is one of
the best presents I have ever had.
"It's fascinating to hear how easy it is to converse hypnotically with others, enhancing your
daily life and theirs.
"It's so easy to listen to and absorb the learnings effortlessly, enjoyably and hypnotically.
"And I am using what I have learned from this course in my work as a Complimentary
Therapist in Paisley!"

Janet Morton Dip.Hyp.
M.A.E.P.H. NLP.HGE.EFT. Practitioner.
Paisley, Scotland, UK

"Exciting To Practice...For Business And For Pleasure"
"I am so pleased that I took the chance to order the Power of
Conversational Hypnosis by Igor Ledochowski.
"I've had great pleasure listening, and learning, and absorbing the
elegant use of language in this series.
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"I've discovered all kinds of applications, and I find it exciting to practice the
principals I've learned, in conversations for business, and for pleasure.
"Oh, I run a small real estate company. I have the opportunity to talk to clients
about leases, and elicit what they really want, with the power of story.
"That's very useful. My daughters love a good story, too.
"My hobby is dancing, and you might think that's non-verbal communication, but
you might be surprised how much we have to tell ourselves, our teachers, students,
and partners about what we're doing.
"It's really surprising what a little story will do, to change
the way a smart, wonderful dance partner can dance with you.
"I really enjoyed the way this course was organized, with the examples and
strategies interwoven in the teaching.
"I want to thank Igor and Clifford Mee for bringing this new updated course out,
especially noting the new material on storytelling, which I found so enjoyable.
"All the best to you, gentlemen. I really look forward to what you bring out next...to
see what new surprises there are :)
"Sincerely,"
James Scott Wallace
President,
Bayou Properties Company
Houston, Texas, USA

"Something Incredible"
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"Hi Igor,
"Just thought I'd let you know something incredible that happened to me today. I decided
after emailing you to go back over your conversational hypnosis course.
"I'm back on Session 5 and I decided to induce a relaxation trance as part of emotional
trigger technique 2.
"The goal was I believe to set triggers. In any event, I asked a guy about his trip to Japan.
"I created a state of relaxation by linking it to Kyoto and all the zen gardens. Next thing
you know, I'm in his room, he's showing me pictures.
"We both got so relaxed that I forgot to set a trigger!
"Wow."

Ira G.
Student
Victoria, Australia

"I Have Been Using The Techniques In My New Business
And I am
Seeing Great Improvements"
"The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis course is great. This material is easy to understand
and really useful
"There is so much material in the course. The instructor has a wonderful voice
and is very easy to listen to.
"Each word is spoken very clearly. The depth of the course is great. I have been using the
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techniques in my new business and I am seeing great improvements.
"The material allows you to first learn and then re-learn
the lessons for deeper understanding.
"The course would be a great benefit to any serious person that wants to study hypnosis
and improve their lives."

Dave Ballstadt
Financial Services Expert
Las Vegas, NV, USA

"The Best Training Available"
"Hi Cliff,
"My name is Mike Bing. I am a Hypnotist in Dublin, Ohio USA. I have been a student of
hypnosis for most of my life and only relatively recently made the transition to full-time
professional.
"The materials I have received from you and Igor have greatly enhanced my skills and
confidence thru a mid-life career change.
"The Power of Conversational Hypnosis course is a tool I have utilized and integrated with
myself and clients, into our hypnotherapeutic sessions.
"Now I realize this course was not just designed for the professional hypnotist as everyone
can benefit and enhance any and all relationships and interactions.
"I would highly recommend this new course for any and all wanting to improve
interpersonal communications.
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"This is some of the best training available.

"Sincerely,"

Michael A. Bing, CH
Hypnotherapist
Dublin, Ohio, USA

"This Is Exactly What I Have Been Looking For"

"Cliff,
"The new Power of Conversational Hypnosis course has given me the
knowledge & confidence to approach any situation I may encounter with
confidence...knowing that I now possess the tools to succeed in any endeavor!
"This is exactly what I have been looking for...and much more!
"Thank You."
Matt Ledoux
Sales & Marketing V.P.
Lake Charles, LA, USA

"I am Pleased With
The Quality Of The
Organization
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And The Text"
"Cliff,
"I have just purchased the Platinum package of The Power of Conversational Hypnosis. I
have been looking through the materials so far, but have not yet dived into the audio.
"But I must tell you that I am pleased with the quality of the organization and the text.
"I recently purchased a cheaper hypnosis program on the internet. The text organization
was a hack job with obviously no editing or attention to presentation, spelling problems all
over the place, and the text needed
refinement.
"Your product is a stark contrast in this regard! If the ideas and concepts in your program
are as good as the organization, language structure, and attention to presentation then I
will be very satisfied indeed.
"Best regards,

David Bennion
Software Engineer
Salt Lake City, UT, USA

Of course your new skills can go far beyond control, persuasion and influence...

You'll Be Able To Create The Life YOU Want
Here's just a few of the letters Igor and I have received about this groundbreaking
course and how it's radically changed people's lives for the better...
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"Now I am Living The Lifestyle I Always Wanted!"
"12 months ago I was working for one of the top investment banks in
the world. The work was good, the pay was exceptional, I had
everything I could ever aspire to as a young man...but there was
something missing – I wasn't happy.
"Monday mornings were the worst. I started wishing my weeks away.
"I realized that I would be wishing away the next 40 years of my life!
"But then I discovered Igor's Power Of Conversational Hypnosis course and I
realized all I needed was the tools for creating the lifestyle I wanted most.
"I started to apply everything I learned in his course. My improvement sky-rocketed
and now I am living the lifestyle I always wanted!
"Now I literally jump out of bed every morning, excited to see what the day ahead
has to offer.
"In fact I am more excited on days in which I get to do some "work" now, than on
my "days off" – that is how much my life has changed!"
Andy Wilkinson
(Ex Unhappy Banker)
Successful Entrepreneur
Clapham, U.K.

"I Now Have A Great Relationship With A
Beautiful, Loving Woman"
"I have spent the last six years developing myself.
"I have tried everything out there: Goal Setting, Positive Thinking, Eastern
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Philosophy – I even took up Tai Chi.
"But there were things still missing from my life. It's ironic: as a Kiwi I'm naturally a
friendly and chatty guy.
"The problem is that I didn't used to “get” people. Empathy to me was just a
curious concept.
"So I never had really “intimate” relationships.
"Then I stumbled across Igor's course...I learned loads of things.
"The strange thing is that I could feel things happen in the back of my mind. It was
as though someone was lifting invisible barriers from my mind, leaving me feeling
more free and easy.
"The really crazy thing is what happened after...I found that somehow I was getting
much better rapport with people. Work colleagues seemed to be nicer to me. My
friends seemed to be opening up to me more.
"But the best thing is that I now have a great relationship with a beautiful, loving
woman."
"She's always telling me that I am one of the few people that actually "gets" her!"
Paul Mckenzie
(Found A Beautiful Loving Women)
IT Consultant For Top Banks
Manhattan, NY, USA

"Dramatic Changes...I Have An Edge In Life"
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"I am a college student in southwestern Indiana. I have recently been listening
to your power of conversational hypnosis program.
"I have noticed some dramatic changes in the way I interact with people.
"I am enjoying making other people feel good with the techniques I have learned.
"I have a greater sense of influence and feel like I have an edge in life.
"Thank you from the bottom of my heart!"

Nathan Mackey
College Student
Indiana, USA

”They Laughed When I Told Them I Could 'Cure' A
Phobia In 5 Minutes… 5 Minutes Later They Just Stared
In Amazement As My Phobia Client Calmly Looked Out
The Window – On The 40th Floor!”
“Igor, I used to be a very shy Computer Programmer. I didn't like being this shy
and awkward around people.
"I wanted to have lots of friends, be the center of attention and show people that
there was more to me than computer code and technical jargon.
"But I didn't know how.
"I remember seeing a Hypnosis show one day and thinking: 'If only I could do
something like that – I wouldn't have to feel this awkward anymore!'
"I looked at how confident and charismatic the hypnotist was. I wished I could be
like him…
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"Then I came across you. And boy did it change my life!
"I've had much, much more than had my moneys worth! – I learned the one thing I
wanted most in my life: how to make friends and get complete strangers to like me.
"I was so excited!
"Then, things just got better...I learned how to hypnotize people. I was doing it for
real just like the guy in the show!!
"A few weeks later, I was out meeting my ( NEW!!) friends. I told them that I was
planning to change jobs and become a hypnotherapist.
"They just laughed at me when I told them I could “cure” a phobia in 5 minutes.
"So I asked about until I found a woman who had Vertigo – a phobia of heights. I
asked her if she wanted to be my demonstration client and she agreed.
"5 minutes later they just stared in amazement as my phobia client calmly looked
out the window – on the 40th floor!"
"Word spread and now I have a busy hypnotherapy clinic in Central London, doing
a job I really love.
"The best bit is that for the first time now I am my own boss – in more ways than
one!"
- Name Withheld By Request (Ex Unhappy & Shy Loner)
Busy Hypnotherapist
Central London, U.K.
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"Improved My Communication Skills To Bring Greater
Wealth, Success & Time"
"I really loved this product. As each session builds in the others, I found myself
using the principals involved.
"As a Chartered Accountant I use these techniques to help clients understand what
is really possible in their business if they apply proven strategies.
"This program has helped me improve my communication skills to bring greater
wealth, success and the most valuable resource - time.
"Who has honed hypnosis skills in business towers and on the street, looking for
breakthrough methods and applications?
"Thanks Igor & Cliff."
Gordon D'Silva
Gordons Knight & Co
Chartered Accountants
London, U.K. SW19 1AY

Upgrade To The
Platinum Version
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Of The Power Of
Conversational Hypnosis
And Try It For FREE!
The PLATINUM version of
the Power of Conversational
Hypnosis includes membership
in our "Private Hypnosis Club"
This is the No 1 hypnosis
community on the Internet and
is THE place to take you to
absolute MASTERY of every aspect
and application of hypnosis.

Just See What Others Who Took The Platinum Upgrade
Have To Say...

9/7/2008

"Platinum Upgrade
...More Than
Over Delivers"
"The platinum upgrade to the Power of Conversational Hypnosis (The Private Hypnosis
Club) more than over-delivers.
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"The standard course is truly excellent and had me using hypnosis in common
conversations really quickly.
"But its effectiveness has been multiplied and magnified even further with membership to
the club.
"Every month I get over 5 hours of advanced hypnotic techniques that I can immediately
apply in my personal and professional life.
"This makes me a more powerful hypnotist and a far more effective person.
"And if I ever have a question it gets answered in eye-opening detail!
"Also I love the fact that the bonus inductions help me assimilate this knowledge even
faster.
"The club is the best hypnosis resource I've found on the
Internet...or indeed offline."

Darren Phillips,
Workplace Performance Trainer,
Vancouver, Canada

“I Feel I Have A
Personal Trainer… To
Do The Type Of Hypnosis I Want To Do”
“The "Private Hypnosis Club" takes the Power Of Conversational Hypnosis Course to a
much deeper and personal level of perfection.
“I am absolutely blown away by Igor's generosity and ability to break things down to truly
get WHY words work the way they can.
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“I have taken hypnosis courses and have many books on it and did nothing with it because
I didn't feel a deep understanding of how it worked and it didn't get the hit that "I" could
DO it.
“Now I feel I have a personal trainer who will help me in exactly what I need to do the
type of hypnosis I want to do.
“These classes make the practice of being with people a much more fun, useful and
productive experience for all involved.
“These Classes also teach me how to recognize those who use these skills for negative
purposes and how I shall not become tricked by them.
“I am then also learning tools on how to deal with them without becoming like them.
“This is very empowering considering the amount of verbal manipulation happening all
around us.
“I am learning about becoming conscious of the amount of everyday hypnosis that is going
on.
“I can't thank you enough for the amount of forethought, compassion, and encouragement
that is put into these classes. I feel like I am really learning hypnosis for the first time.”

Claudia Suen
SCIO Bio-Feedback
& Personal Counselor
Kealakekua, Hawaii, U.S.A.
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"Deepening My Understanding Of
Using Conversational Hypnosis"
"As a teacher a lot of my focus is on personal growth through martial arts, going
beyond mere physical technique to unlock motivation and confidence.
"I've found the Private Hypnosis Club sessions valuable in deepening my
understanding of using conversational hypnosis in real-world situations through
sharing questions and insights from others also engaged in improving their skills."
Jeffrey Finder
Martial Arts Instructor
Certified Hypnotherapist
El Sobrante, CA, USA

“Extremely Pleased With The Expert Content Provided
Here”
“My name is Kevin Utt. I am a new subscriber to "The Private Hypnosis Club" but already I
am extremely pleased with the expert content provided here.
“I am just getting started on my journey into Hypnotherapy and I do not feel the need to
look any farther in my quest for expert and understandable education as I have found it
here.
“The other resources that I did my due diligence on fell way short of this club and the
amount of usable content and access to experts in the field.
“I am very excited that I discovered the Private Hypnosis Club.
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“It is exactly what I wanted to attract in my life at this time!
“My thanks to Cliff and Igor for reaching out like this in such a top level fashion.”

Kevin Utt
CEO Success and Freedom LLC
Imperial, Missouri, USA

“It's Very Much A Knowledge-Sharing Community”
“Igor's work is extremely comprehensive, and his style is very conducive to
excellent learning.
“The Private Hypnosis Club is the perfect place to extend your knowledge:
even if you haven't purchased any of Igor's work, you can ask questions on any related
topic, and Igor himself will reply, along with thoughts and suggestions from other members
- and of course you can read everyone else's questions, replies, etc.
“Because the members consist of people of varying levels, the full-spectrum of knowledge
is covered, and it's very much a knowledge-sharing community.
“You cannot but improve your knowledge and understanding, quickly and comprehensively,
as a member of the Private Hypnosis Club.”

Richard Morris
Senior Analyst Programmer
Sydney, NSW, Australia

"A Verified Master...At A Fraction Of The Price"
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“The Private Hypnosis Club is certainly on the forefront of instructing the science of
hypnosis from a verified master of the art, at a fraction of the price of other hypnosis &
NLP type courses.
“Igor personally answers all questions and the special lessons give you an edge that other
hypnosis students will be left without.”

Bruce Eckerd Jr.
Accountant
Frankford, DE, USA

"Simply The Best Service Available For Quickly And
Continually Improving My Hypnosis Skills"
“The Private Hypnosis Club continually expands my grasp of what's possible and how to
turn those possibilities into techniques with long-lasting impact.
“It keeps opening new hypnotic doors through which I can guide my clients with
confidence, knowing that both they and I can fully trust what's waiting on the other side.
“Truly, no other internet resource can compare. It's simply the best service available for
quickly and continually improving my hypnosis skills.
“Igor is a teacher and guide in whom I have the greatest trust and respect.”

Gail McConnon
Aging Coach
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Granville, OH, USA

"Like Watching The Discovery Channel For Advanced
Secrets In The Hypnotic Arts"
“The Private Hypnosis Club is the coolest place on the internet.
“ I check-in everyday to see if new master class recordings have been posted like an
excited little kid.

Listening to the PHC Master Classes is like watching the Discovery

Channel for advanced secrets in the hypnotic arts.
“Listening to Igor, it is obvious he is a master hypnotist showing you the inside ropes. But
better than that, he is very skilled at explaining the inner workings of hypnotic techniques.
“So, you don't just get a technique, you get an understanding of how and why it works.
“The master classes are in a word -- mesmerizing.”

Robert Edward
Software Analyst
New York, NY, USA

"WOW...One Of The Most Wonderful Hypnotic
Experiences I Have Ever Had"
"WOW...
"I just have to write this about your latest induction, I tried to take notes on it but I
ended up tranceing out even deeper than what your constant philosophical
induction did to me!
"It's one of the most wonderful hypnotic experiences I have ever had.
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"I really feel that I have the ability to be successful in things beyond, literally, my
wildest dreams. Just fantastic! :)
"Thanks again!"
Nathan Thomas
Student
New Zealand

"Knowledge...You
Will Not Find
Anywhere Else"
"The Private Hypnosis Club is an awesome symposium for
anyone interested in any and all aspects of the power of
hypnosis!
"Clifford Mee & Igor Ledochowski have the deepest
knowledge of Hypnosis available on so many different
levels.
"The knowledge you gain and the detail that it is
presented in, you just will not find anywhere else.
"Sometimes, I just have to think about a question I might
have and POOF! it gets answered almost before I ask
it!! :)
"But seriously, I have not found anywhere else where the
topic is covered so intricately and with such passion.
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"A wonderful site for the serious hypnosis student!"
Lynn Tasich
Computer Programmer
& Business Analyst
Keswick, Ontario, Canada

"Covers It All..."
"It's the "little things" that help me the most and the club is chock full of them.
"They cover it all, big and little things, but there was one little tiny technique that helped
me so much and even today it helps a lot.
"It has to do with the direction your tone of voice is going in to give more effective
commands.
"Little but powerful things like this are worth a lot more than their size."
Phillip K.
Sales Director
Princeton, NJ, USA

"Going Above And Beyond My Expectations"
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"Being a member of 'The Private Hypnosis Club' has enhanced
my learning and understanding of hypnosis in the most
fascinating fashion.
"My belief in my abilities has soared because of the information
and delivery. I believe making the decision to invest in my
monthly subscription is money very well spent.
"Thank you for going above and beyond my expectations."
Janet Morton
Dip. Hyp. M.A.E.P.H
Complementary Therapist
Paisley. Scotland

"It's Fabulous Learning This SECRETIVE Info"
"In the private hypnosis club, I've had the opportunity to share in depth discussions
on genuinely impactful topics on Ericksonian Hypnosis.
"It's fabulous learning this SECRETIVE info that has been available to all with a
bona fide interest."
Benjamin Arroyo
Retired
Orlando, Florida, USA
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"Great Instruction That Can Be Instantly Applied To
Your life"
"I was a bit skeptical going in; I was looking at this to see if it was something I'd
recommend to others.
"Once I got in, however, I was very impressed with the quality and quantity of
material available.
"And this material isn't just theoretical, "intellectual" knowledge. It's practical
applications of hypnosis that I can immediately use every day.
"I've even noticed some changes just "naturally occurring," without conscious
application of Igor's teachings.
"If you want great instruction that can be instantly applied to your life, you've come
to the right place."
Joshua Johnston
Hypnotherapist
University Place, WA, USA

“Best Source Of Hypnosis Materials I Have”
“The Private Hypnosis Club is the best source of hypnosis materials I have!
“It is really very, very important for me, as a source of knowledge in the Hypnosis field.”

Mucio Fernando de Oliveira
Nurse
São Paulo, Brazil
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“The Membership Is Priceless!”
“The Private Hypnosis Club is a must have, the monthly master classes are worth the
membership price alone, but when you add the forum to talk to fellow members, as well as
get input from Igor, the membership is priceless!”

Joshua
Student of Hypnosis
Phoenix, Arizona, USA

“Would Have Cost Me Several Thousand Dollars At A Live
Training”
“Igor delivers a great package, as a hypnotherapist building my private practice.
“I have found Igor's training to be invaluable in the way I deal with my clients and
the caliber of this information would have cost me several thousand dollars at a live
training...without the luxury of a rewind button.”
David Greenwood
Hypnotherapist
Hervey Bay, Queensland, Australia

"We Train Law Enforcement And Military Special OPs
...And Have Been
Able To Accelerate The Learning Process
By 90%..."
“The Private Hypnosis Club is the single best resource for anyone involved in
training or coaching.
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“Since all learning, all behavior, and all change takes place first at the unconscious,
why not start the learning process at its core.
“We train law enforcement and military special ops in the use of small arms and
have been able to accelerate the learning process by 90% with 70% less
ammunition.
“By applying the processes taught by Igor on the Master Class Downloads, we are
able to get our students shooting one hole groups with a pistol in less than one
hour, and develop this skill level to where the student is able to split a business card
on edge with consistency in less than 6 hours.
Thank you Igor & Cliff.”
Matt Seibert
Professional Firearms Instructor
Prescott, Arizona, USA

“Accelerated My Level Of Learning Past My Expectations”
“From my first exposure to The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis, Igor's style of making a
subject interesting and thought provoking developed a curiosity that wanted to know more.
“I was very excited when I heard that "The Private Hypnosis Club" was available and
reasonably priced.
“The lucid examples and the bonus inductions have accelerated my level of learning past
my expectations.
“The club is the best and only place where I feel comfortable with the material presented.”
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Nick
Salesman
Omaha, NE, USA

“By Far One Of The Best Hypnosis Resources On The Net”
“The private hypnosis club is by far one of the best hypnosis resources on the net.
“With hours of easy applicable real hypnosis gems to download each month.
“Coupled with my previous knowledge I have brought a woman into a light trance while
sitting at a table together with 7 persons…
“Then I got her to re-model an emotion from a traumatic experience.
“Best of all it was without the others even being aware what was going on…
“And I could go on with examples - bottom line the Private Hypnosis Club is definitely
worthwhile.”

Morten Faber
Student of the Mind
Silkeborg, Denmark

“Wide Range Of Talent I Can Tap Into 24/7”
“I joined the Private Hypnosis Club looking for people with the same clinical interests as
myself.
“I am more than satisfied and now have an extremely wide range of talent I can tap into
24/7.”
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Kenneth. R. Taylor
Clinical Hypnotherapist
Bathurst, NSW, Australia

“Great Benefit Both Professionally And Privately”
“As a Clinical Hypnotherapist, I find that that material on the The Private Hypnosis
Club and the monthly information that is available is of great benefit both
professionally and privately.”
John C Bunker
Clinical Hypnotherapist and Counselor
Sydney, Australia

“An Amazing Hypnotist Who Produces Month After
Month At A
World-Class Level”
“Igor Ledechowski's Private Hypnosis Club is a fountain of truth in a world that is drying up
due to mediocrity.
“He is an amazing hypnotist who produces month after month at a world-class level.
“Membership in his club is a must if one wants greater influence with people
“Not a day passes in which I don't benefit from the Private Hypnosis Club's fruits, both
personally and interpersonally.
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“Igor has a deeper understanding of the how-to’s of hypnosis than anyone I have
encountered.
“Lastly, he strikes me as a good person with a message from the heart that rings true.”

Leonard C. Pflanz
Writer, Hypnotist
Reedsport, Oregon, USA

"Incredible How Quickly They Get In Touch With You If
You Experience Any Issues Or Questions"
“I am very satisfied being a member of the Private Hypnosis Club.
“It was a wonderful surprise to see how much material is covered each month which I could download and listen to at my leisure.
“Literally hours of material every month, each loaded with much eye opening
information.
“It is also incredible how quickly they get in touch with you if you experience any
issues or questions.”
Elizabeth Sellers
Paralegal Receptionist/Musician
Myrtle Beach, SC, USA

"I Find Igor's Method Of Instruction To Be
Comprehensive & Easy To Understand"
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“I'm incredibly fascinated by the human mind and about the things that can be
accomplished in the physical body through the use of hypnotic language.
“Hypnosis is something I've found worthy of throwing my full energy into.
“Through Igor's instruction, I've learned that hypnosis is not just about what kinds of
things you encounter in a trance state. It's also about the things you may become
awakened to for the very first time.
“I find Igor's method of instruction to be comprehensive, easy to understand and have
experienced many "AHA!!! Moments" since joining the forum.”

Clint Childers
Construction Business Owner & Student
Nebo, NC, USA

“Help Or Clarification…Makes It Worthwhile On Its Own
In My Mind”
“The private Hypnosis club monthly downloads has a bunch of things that I have found to
be interesting and useful additions to my learning how to use hypnosis.
“And the knowledge that I can get information for help or clarification if I need it really
makes it worthwhile on its own in my mind.”

Grayson Hartwick
Car Salesman
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada

"I Was Cautious About Internet Hypnosis Stuff..."
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“I'm already a practicing Clinical Hypnotherapist and NLP Trainer so I was
cautious about internet hypnosis stuff.
“However, The Private Hypnosis Club is a true, effective and powerful
resource for anyone involved or interested in hypnosis and the potential power of the
mind.”

Alan Fayter
Hypnotherapist, NS & NLP Trainer
New Zealand

"A Must For Anyone Who Is Interested
In Hypnosis, From Newbies To Experts"
“Private Hypnosis Club is a must for anyone who is interested in hypnosis, from
newbies to experts.
“Each month you will find over five hours of recorded hands on techniques and
ideas which you can put to use immediately.”
Chester Durnas
Physician
Belviedre, Illinois,USA

“I Can Honestly State
That This Is
Money Well Spent”
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“As a new member I am completely amazed at the information that is contained in this
program.
“Initially I was reluctant to join as I thought this was one of those 'con's (you know too
good to be true) but I can honestly state that this is money well spent.
“Many thanks to you for having this information available at such a reasonable energy
exchange.”

Virginia Wildeboer
Massage Therapist
(& Budding Hypnotherapist)
Adelaide, South Australia

"True Mastery Of Hypnosis"
“The Private Hypnosis Club has given me an avenue to pursue true mastery of
hypnosis.
“Anyone can check out a book on hypnosis and read it.
“But with Private Hypnosis Club, you can discuss concepts from that book in depth
with other hypnotists and even with Igor himself.
“Or get recommendations on good follow up books to read.
“Plus, one of the major benefits is that you get at least 5 hours of discussion and
training on advanced hypnotic concepts every month.
“Consider it "keeping your skills current" like in medicine.
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“I have never seen anything like the private hypnosis club on or off the internet.”
David Bennion
Software Engineer
Salt Lake City, UT, USA

"A Hypnotist With International Acclaim"
“I seek legitimate, top quality hypnosis techniques for personal and professional
development.
“The Private Hypnosis Club offers the latest techniques, inductions, and case studies to
help.
“The active Private Hypnosis Club Forum features a lively, candid, and supportive exchange
of creative ideas, questions, progress posts, and practice sessions.
“And where else can anyone get provocative, cutting edge explanations and responses
directly from Igor Ledochowski, a hypnotist with international acclaim?
“Highly recommended!”

Mary Greene
Professor and Personal Development Specialist
Columbia, Maryland, USA

“I'm Always Learning New Techniques I Haven’t Seen in
Other Courses"
“The Private Hypnosis Club is a fantastic resource for the newcomers to hypnosis as well as
the seasoned professional.
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“Each class is set out in meticulous detail and I'm always learning new techniques I haven't
seen in other courses.
“Igor teaches with a passion and always over delivers on his classes, making the value for
money second to none.
“I have already recommended his site to members of my personal development meet-up
group, and would recommend it to anyone looking to learn hypnosis or anyone who wants
to further their skills.”

Sean Street
Freelance Video Editor
London, United Kingdom

“Joining A World Class Group Of People"
“I have been a member of several so-called "private clubs" to help me
straighten out my business. “They usually have a few decent ideas, but
nothing to warrant their expense or my time.
“So, when I found out about Igor's "Private Hypnosis Club," I was intrigued by his
insights but was hesitant to join. Finally, though, I relented.
“Thank goodness I did.
“Every month I get over five hours of advanced training that I apply in my personal
and professional life
“This membership is a must have.
“You are joining a world class group of people and I can't thank Igor enough for his
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help.
“Well done!"
Michael Mullen
Communications
Cleveland, OH, USA

“Try It....You'll
Be Amazed"
“I've been a member of Igor Ledochowski's Private Hypnosis Club since the middle of 2007.
“Igor's site provides its members with an enormous amount of QUALITY hypnosis material;
material that is cutting edge; material that can be used to advance your hypnotic skills and
keep you on top of your game.
“What do you get with your membership to the Private Hypnosis Club?
“You get access to a member’s only forum where you can post questions to Igor and get
personal, in-depth answers from him.
“You get access to recordings of Igor’s Master class hypnosis coaching sessions, where he
covers a new topic each month and gives you HOURS of detailed instruction on the subject
matter
“This alone is worth several times the cost of the membership
“My membership in the Private Hypnosis Club has allowed me to grow as a hypnotist.
“It has proven to be the most comprehensive resource that I have found on the Internet.
“Try it....you'll be amazed at what the platinum upgrade to The Power of Conversational
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Hypnosis can do for you.”

Louis Berry
Professional Sales Trainer
New York, NY, USA

Dear Friend,

If you've ever wanted people to immediately obey your commands without them even
realizing what you're doing ...then this will be the most important message you ever
read.

Why?

Because you've just stumbled upon the only proven, covert method for getting others to do
as you say, whenever you want, wherever you want.

This method is so powerful, so unique and so under-the-radar that some downright criminal
people are using it to rob banks and supermarkets without the cashiers realizing they are
handing over the money to them. They don't even have any memory of doing it!

(See video opposite for undeniable proof)
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In fact it won't be a surprise when the authorities put a total ban on anyone publishing
this knowledge soon.

It's just too dangerous in un-ethical hands...

Fortunately, It's NOT YET Illegal For You To Discover
These Secrets For Yourself, If You're A Decent Person
Who Obeys The Law And Knows Where To Draw The
Line...
And once you're on the inside, see how easy it will be for you to capture wealth, health,
power, respect, happiness... everything you want... FASTER than most truly successful
people could ever previously have imagined possible.

Take Robin Walters for instance, a typical guy who was struggling to earn a decent living.

When Robin ran into Igor Ledochowski, his life instantly changed forever.

In a few days after listening to Igor share these powerful secrets...

●

He discovered how to read every client like an open book. He knew what they were thinking
before they did. He could “adjust their attitudes ” with a few simple commands.

●

He learned how to see if someone was going to say no and how to change that no into a
yes.
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●

He found out how to train people to respond to the tones of his voice automatically and
without question so that they would willingly do his bidding time after time.

●

Plus --- incredibly --- unexpectedly ---

His Relationships Improved, He Had Instant Rapport on
Demand, And Everyone Treated Him With New Respect
And since then it's just been getting better and better.

Robin has become absolutely fearless in his communication, going after every goal as if he
had magical powers.

But it's not magic at all.

You see, what he learned from Igor had almost nothing to do with him ... and everything to
do with the amazing ability to use hypnosis in everyday conversations.

Igor calls it The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis:

How to quickly and easily put people under your spell and get them to do what
you want.
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Igor got many of his ideas a long time ago when he saw a rebel psychiatrist in a wheel chair
speaking to a bunch of doctors, psychologists, and therapists.

Just talking to them.

Yeah. Right.

Igor actually felt sorry for the paralyzed old coot... until that room full of skeptical
professionals started to do exactly what he told them to do.

You see, he had used hypnosis ... right in a conversation ... to make those tough-minded
subjects laugh, scratch, stand up, and sit down on command.

The elderly heretic was named Milton Erickson.

He was the greatest hypnotist of all time.

What made his hypnosis so powerful was that he had spent almost 60 years learning to
hypnotize his subjects without them knowing it.... and hypnotizing them inside of a
normal-seeming conversation.

You may ask, “Why would a psychiatrist spend his entire life learning how to hypnotize
people without them knowing it ... by using normal conversation in hypnotic ways? ”
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It's because....

It Was Illegal For
Doctors To Use Hypnosis
Even though Milton Erickson had been a college professor, doctor, and psychiatrist…. it was
still against the American Medical Association rules and regulations to use hypnosis with
patients.

Everyone knew that hypnosis had amazing power. Erickson thought that it was just this
power that made the establishment ban its use.

So Milton Erickson spent a lifetime perfecting the skills that allowed him to take hypnotic
control of his patients by just “talking to them ”.

It was the only way he could keep his license to practice medicine!

There are literally thousands of stories of what Dr. Erickson accomplished through
conversational hypnosis, but I'd like to tell you just one.

How Conversational Hypnosis Saved A Maverick Doctors
License And Changed
The USA's Laws About Hypnosis
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In 1953 the American Medical Association caught wind of the fact that the renegade
psychiatrist Dr. Erickson was doing hypnosis with his patients.

They scheduled a “disciplinary hearing ” in New York where he was to be stripped of his
license, his livelihood, and sent home in shame.

Milton Erickson knew that the president of the AMA lived in Los Angeles .

He found out when the president would be flying to New York , and he arranged to fly out
with both the president and another board member.

The atmosphere was strained and difficult for the first moments of the boarding and the
flight.

But soon the two board members started to have strong feelings of rapport and respect for
Dr. Erickson.

And the more he “talked ” .... in that special way of his .... his companions got more
comfortable .... and more relaxed.... and more relaxed..... and still more comfortable ...
until...

The Two Grey-haired AMA Officials Just
Listened With Glazed Eyes And
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Agreed To Everything...
By the time the 3 doctors got off the plane, they were all fast friends.

The hearing, instead of being a professional massacre, had all the charges dropped against
Dr. Milton Erickson.

The Very Next Year,
The AMA Reversed Itself And
Allowed Doctors To Use Hypnosis!
That's the Power of Conversational Hypnosis.

And when you learn the same simple but powerful techniques, you will be able to put
people under your spell, and easily get them to do what you want too!

Anyway, there is a very good reason why I am telling you all this.

You see, Milton Erickson refused to teach hypnosis to anyone who was not a licensed doctor
or psychologist.

Now that he's passed away, the Erickson Foundation is still trying to hoard away the
deepest and most powerful secrets of Conversational Hypnosis.
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You cannot even see the contents of their library unless you are a doctor or
psychologist.

There are people who claim to teach Erickson's methods...

....but only one man has cracked the code to using conversational hypnosis in a sales
situation...

...or on the job....

...or persuading friends and family members....

And that man is Igor Ledochowski.

For the last 8 years, the only way to learn the special techniques of Conversational
Hypnosis was to hire Igor personally, and he never came cheap.

In fact, he's been charging $575.00 an hour, with a minimum of 12 lessons in a package.

– meaning it would cost you $6900.00 just in fees to learn these powerful persuasion
techniques.
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That is, if you could nail him down for an appointment.

He is, perhaps ...

The Most Sought After
Hypnosis Instructor In The World
And Igor would have gone on giving only private lessons and seminars...

...until I convinced him of a very simple economic fact

If he was to record his private, highly-restricted teachings into a step by step, easy, and
well-structured course ... then we could share these powerful persuasion secrets for a
tiny fraction of his usual fee.

I knew that within a year's time, so many people worldwide would get this one-of-a-kind
course that Igor would never have to give another private conversational hypnosis lesson
again.

He could actually make a better living by charging “spare change” while enlarging his
audience, than he could by teaching the few wealthy persuasion experts each month for his
“Rolls-Royce and Rolex” fees.

And Igor agreed .... sort of.
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Actually, he made a deal with me. We could “test” this high value bargain in a few places,
and if it did really well, then the deal was on.

If it didn't, however....

He Would Pull The Power Of
Conversational Hypnosis Course Off
The Market FOREVER And Go Back To His Outrageous
Fees For Personal
Lessons & Private Seminars
That means, if you're reading this message, this opportunity is still on for you right now.

This is an unbelievably exciting package ... designed so you don't risk a dime checking it out
at your leisure.
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This One Of A Kind Course Includes Everything You Need
To Know To Master ... Absolutely Master ... The Art of
Conversational Hypnosis
... In The Shortest Time Possible.

Nothing has been left out.

You get the same instructional format that Igor uses for his hyper-expensive personal
lessons and seminars ... with the added advantage that you have it recorded ... so that you
can “rewind ” and go over any part you like until it becomes second nature!

You will discover...

●

The entire Conversational Hypnosis Protocol, Igor's most closely held and powerful
teachings.

●

The powerful “hypnotic triple ” command that SWAT teams use to force compliance ...
even in a fire-fight with hardened criminals.

●

How an instant rapport technique will get even strangers to open up to you ... reveal
their inner longings .... and give you all the clues you need to persuade them to do as you
say.

●

The conversational way to get a sales prospect to imagine the intense feelings of owning
what you are selling, so they naturally feel compelled to buy right now! You can help them
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intensify the feelings so strongly that all objections simply melt away.

●

The easiest way to join the elite group of “hypnotic persuasion experts ” by using their
secret patterns for influence .... (it's easier than you think).

●

Create an instant trigger to unleash your subjects deepest desires.... and how to point
them in your direction... (Igor's innovative techniques are more refined and more powerful
than any other).

●

A simple technique that creates amnesia for any objection your subject may have to your
suggestions... they simply forget to remember what it was that might have stopped them
from following your suggestions.

●

What it means when your subject “talks with their hands ” and how to use their gestures
to literally get inside their head.

●

How to know if a subject is “talking to themselves ” with internal dialogue ... and how to
join that dialogue so that your voice seems like it comes from inside their own mind!

And that's just for starters!

In Fact Here's A Complete Breakdown Of This Amazing
Course So You Can See The Immense Value You're
Getting...
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Session 1

"The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis"
1 Hour 8 Mins 10 Secs

You will begin by discovering...

●

The 3 keys to using Conversational Hypnosis to get what you want.

●

The "Big Picture" of what you will discover in this program and the new powers to
influence people you'll have at your command.

●

Discover the truth about hypnosis, what's possible and what isn't. Knowing this will mean
you don't waste time on impossible goals.

●

What actually happened in the CIA's "MK Ultra" project. Did they really create a "Kill On
Demand" assassin?

●

Common myths about hypnosis. Don't fall for these or you'll end up making embarrassing
mistakes.

●

Warning! There's a "Dark Side" to hypnosis that you may not know about. Every
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day negative hypnotic spells are affecting your life. The good news is that it's easy to
protect yourself…when you know this simple secret.

●

Igor's powerful "4 Stage Hypnotic Formula". This is the key to mastering the power of
hypnosis to influence people whenever you desire.

●

Two examples of how you can start to use Conversational Hypnosis right away to
dramatically boost your effectiveness in everyday situations at work. (By the end of this
program, you'll be the "Go To Guy (or Gal)" in a crisis…and have the added power, respect
and influence that goes with that).

●

The telltale signs that reveal which people around you are actually in a trance…and why
this is important.

●

A simple way you can immediately grab and maintain the attention of virtually anyone.

●

What hypnotists know that makes all the difference when you want to get someone's
attention. It's easy to use this secret yourself.

Session 2

"Beyond Rapport & Signal Recognition Systems"
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1 Hour 19 Mins 36 Secs

You will uncover...

●

The "Golden Rules" that give you the power to quickly and easily connect with people so
they like and trust you almost immediately.

●

Why a simple, but powerful, technique works like "Magic". People won't know why,
but they'll be strongly drawn towards you…provided you…

●

Don't make this mistake! If you want to use the power of "Matching and Mirroring" you
must know about this or you'll run the risk of being hated and rejected. This is where many
so called 'NLP experts' screw up.

●

The 6 big blunders most people make that destroy any chance of creating a connection
with someone…and 6 rules to follow to get the result you want.

●

Rapport Mistake #1 - It seems an obvious thing to do but too much of this will backfire
and actually turn people off.

●

Rapport Mistake #2 – If you do this, people will be backing away from you before you
know it. This is an example of the "Law Of Reversed Effect" and something few people
know about.

●

Rapport Mistake #3 – Dumb salespeople do this all the time and it's guaranteed to cause
rejection. Instead, use this simple, but very powerful technique that will build rapport
surprisingly fast.
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●

Rapport Mistake #4 – There's something you must have if you want to connect with
someone. Without it, you'll be sabotaging yourself and not even knowing it. Igor shares 2
simple solutions with you. People will be amazed at how you seem to understand them
completely!

●

Rapport Mistake #5 – Not understanding this simple truth about human interaction can
provoke distrust and dislike. Igor reveals how to avoid this and ensure that people will
always want to talk with you.

●

Rapport Mistake #6 – It's a disturbing experience when you meet someone you know
and they seem uncomfortable with you. Igor reveals the reason and how to make sure it
doesn't happen to you again.

●

Introducing "Hypnotic Rapport". This little known skill takes your ability to create
relationships far beyond anything you've experienced.

●

Why Hypnotic Rapport creates virtually "instant" admiration, affection, trust and
friendship (and how you can have this ability yourself).

●

The little secret to using Hypnotic Rapport to build relationships with astonishing ease.

●

Hypnotists know this as an "Instant Rapport Killer". Make this subtle mistake and
NOBODY will want to talk with you…ever! You probably won't even know what's happening
until it's too late.

●

How to approach a complete stranger and immediately have them feel like they know and
like you using the "Instant Rapport Technique".
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●

Experience the power of "Instant Rapport" for yourself as Igor walks you through an
actual hypnotic induction. And, just by listening, you'll be able to create Instant Rapport
yourself.

●

When you know this secret, you don't actually need to approach people. They'll be
compelled to approach you, not realizing that you're actually controlling the situation.

●

Rapport Hooks. What they are and how to use them so that the people you want to
connect with actually want your approval.

●

You won't have to chase people when you know this secret. They'll be desperate to be
friends with you.

●

The signs that let you know they're "hooked" and that they're ready to listen to you.

●

Introducing the "Signal Recognition System". This is your hypnotic "Compass" that
helps keeps you on track to your goal.

●

How to quickly heighten your own state of awareness and sharpen your perceptions.
Almost instantly you'll double or treble your hypnotic power.

●

Expert Hypnotists have a special skill that helps them perform incredible mental feats.
It usually takes years to learn but simply by listening to this section with Igor, you'll have
that ability any time you like.

●

12 things to look for that tell you someone is entering a trance and they're open to your
suggestions.
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7 Fast Tactics For Rapport & Signal
Recognition You'll Get Amazing Results
With By The End Of This Session...
●

The 4 simple things you can do to quickly connect with anyone. You'll never have
difficulty striking up a conversation when you use these simple tips.

●

How to create a powerful bond with anyone with the hypnotic Instant Rapport
technique. Just follow these 5 simple steps.

●

Amplify your Mental Powers at will with this 7 step sequence.

●

Quickly become an expert at "Matching and Mirroring". It's easy when you follow these
simple steps.

●

Follow this simple routine to discover how to read people like an open book. You'll
know what someone will say before they even know themselves.

●

Train yourself to effortlessly and naturally always be in your state of peak
performance. Master this and everything you want will come to you almost like magic.

●

How in seconds, Igor can know more about someone than most of their friends do. You'll
have this incredible skill yourself when you know the secret.
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Session 3
"Hypnotic Language Foundations"
1 Hour 7 Mins 14 Secs

You will quickly discover...

●

How to cast a spell on people so that they are in trance and under your influence,
without them even realizing it.

●

How the simple use of words will make someone open and receptive to your ideas and
commands.

●

Why you must make your hypnotic conversations flow smoothly if you want the least
amount of resistance to your suggestions.

●

4 Principles to make your hypnotic conversations as smooth and enjoyable for someone as
sliding down a theme park water slide Do this and they won't want to stop listening to you.

●

Principle #1 – The Verbal Agreement Principle. When you do this properly, they'll agree
with you almost automatically.
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●

Principle #2 – The Plausibility Principle. The key to people agreeing with your seemingly
crazy ideas.

●

Hear these 2 principles in action for yourself. Igor makes it simple for you to start
getting results with them straight away.

●

Principle #3 – The "Piggy Back" Principle. When experts want ideas accepted with no
questions and without a fight, they use this stunningly effective principle.

●

Principle #4 – Linguistic Bridges. The secret to effortlessly taking someone from one idea
to the next so they end up exactly where you want them.

●

4 easy-to-remember "Words of Power" that make it simple to hypnotize anyone. Give
me just 5 minutes and 32 seconds and you'll be able to create powerful trances yourself on
demand.

●

Listen to this powerful example of an entire hypnotic induction that uses ONLY the 4
words of power - as you drop into a deep trance listening you'll know that the 4 words of
power are really powerful!

●

Why the 4 Words Of Power work so well and how you can use them to best effect.

●

How to take 3 ideas, combine them with the 4 Words of Power and be so persuasive that
you'll be irresistible. It's so easy, you'll want to use this straight away.

●

5 Power Principles used by every expert Hypnotist. With these secrets you'll have the
same power to influence and persuade people to accept your wishes.
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●

Multiply the 4 Words Of Power so that you can quickly and easily create an endless
variety of persuasive arguments and proposals whenever you want.

●

See how a seemingly innocent discussion conceals the use of these shockingly effective
hypnotic tools. People won't understand why, but they'll feel compelled to follow your
instructions.

●

The greatest hypnotist of all time took over 60 years to discover and refine these
persuasion secrets. You'll have them at your fingertips, ready to use to your advantage
straight away.

●

Few people know about the "Birdwhistell Study". Yet it contains the key to increasing the
power of your words by an incredible 14 times. Igor reveals how to take advantage of this
rare knowledge.

●

How simple changes to your tone of voice can make all the difference in how someone
reacts to you. Literally, it can make the difference between resistance and willing
compliance.

●

The performance skill set that separates Masters of Hypnosis from the mediocre. Igor
shares the 6 "Performance Principles" that will make you a star.

●

Performance Principle #1 – Going First. If you don't get this right, you'll ruin your
chances of success. Igor explains what you need to do, before you even say a word, to put
the odds in your favor.

●

Performance Principle #2 – Squeeze The Meaning. One of the secrets to true hypnotic
charisma is the ability to bring your words to life with emotion. Igor shares how to do this
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with some simple but highly effective tips.

●

Performance Principle #3 – Emphasis. This is a real "Ninja" tactic. Something very
subtle and so effective. Yet most people won’t notice what you're doing as you send them
messages on multiple levels.

●

Performance Principle #4 – Rhythm And Tone. You may not realize it, but you go into a
trance when you listen to music. You can produce the same sort of effect when you speak.
Igor shares how to add some "Rock Star" quality to your words.

●

Performance Principle #5 – Develop A Trance Voice. You've probably heard people talk
about the "Voice Of Command". Well, it's myth that there's a tone of voice that can compel
people to obey. The reality is more interesting and the right trance voice will be one of
your most useful persuasion assets.

●

Performance Principle #6 – The 3 Tonalities. Did you know the English language has 3
basic tonalities? Each of them has a very particular impact on the power of your words.
Used correctly, you can…

●

Subtly cast doubt without actually saying anything.

●

Create the urge to obey your instructions even if they sound like a normal question.

●

Get a "Yes" from someone, even without asking a question.

●

Use a sneaky way to undermine potential objections.

●

Gain an advantage in any negotiation.

●

Virtually compel someone to do something …even without a direct instruction.

7 Hypnotic Language Strategies
You Can Weave Into Your Words By
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The End Of This Session...
●

How to use the 3 Hypnotic Themes and 4 Words Of Power to help your friends and
family. They'll be surprised, delighted and very grateful

●

Quickly expand your "Hypnotic Vocabulary". Don't be surprised if people think you're a
professional hypnotist almost instantly (if you decide to use your skills openly of course).

●

How to immediately use these new skills at work or at home to resolve problems and
achieve more of what you want.

●

"The Voice" - People will love to hear your voice and be attracted to you.

●

Make this small change and you'll be amazed at how people will willingly follow your
instructions.

●

Master these skills faster and easier with this simple routine. You'll be shocked at
what you can already do after such a short time.

●

Unleash your new found hypnotic skills on the general public. Warning! Be prepared
for a new level of success in every area of your life – in business, social circles and your
personal life.
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Session 4
"The Authority Strategy - Tactics To Ensure Success"
1 Hour 14 Mins 01 Secs

On This Session Igor Reveals...

●

The Authority Strategy. How to position yourself for automatic success. Get this right
and people will automatically follow your suggestions, look up to you and crave your
approval.

●

The 4 Power Tactics that have been proven to make you an authority and deliver the
success you deserve.

●

Power Tactic #1 – How to gain, and correctly use, real status. The kind that means
people not only respect you but admire you as well. Don't mistake real status for the
inferior kind that comes with company positions and the like.

●

The Secret "power plays" people make that nobody wants to talk about. Igor breaks
ranks and reveals the truth.

●

The secret to always being in control of any social interaction…even if the other person
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appears to be in a dominant position.

●

The astonishingly simple way to build your personal power and skyrocket your status…
and you don't need to go into debt to do this.

●

Don't mistake "Force" for "Power". One will mean you're hated and rejected. The
other means affection, respect and getting what you want out of life.

●

4 tactics to skyrocket your status almost overnight…

●

High Status Tactic #1 – What NEVER to do if you want to be seen as a real leader.
Eliminate these "Status Blunders" and you'll instantly have more respect, authority and trust
from people.

●

High Status Tactic #2 – It doesn't matter where you are, these simple actions will
immediately make you stand out from the crowd and command attention.

●

High Status Tactic #3– This tip from the animal kingdom will subtly signal to people
around you that you're the "Top Dog" and they'll respond accordingly.

●

High Status Tactic #4 – A little-known fact that you can use so those around you will see
you as calm, confident and in control at all times.

●

Power Tactic #2 – The Consistency Principle. Few people know about this but, correctly
applied, it can instantly increase your status and authority. You'll find people willingly
make, and keep, commitments…even ones that seem surprising.

●

Why "Party Pieces" are an essential part of every hypnotist's "Bag Of Tricks" and how
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you can use this idea to attract people to you in any situation.

●

Power Tactic #3 – It's all about "Agreement". There are 4 Agreement Tactics that will
ensure you hear "Yes" almost every time you make a request.

●

Beware! Every hypnotist faces a dangerous enemy. It's called the "Critical Factor".
Fortunately, Igor reveals the secret to bypassing this obstacle to your success.

●

Want to change someone's mind without any argument or conflict? This surprising
insight gives you that power.

●

Agreement Tactic #1 – Bypass objections and resistance with this "under the radar"
tactic. Igor demonstrates how you can make even an outrageous idea seem perfectly
reasonable.

●

Agreement Tactic #2 – It might seem incredible, but there's actually a way you can get
people to simply accept everything you tell them. Igor reveals how to do this.

●

Warning! You must understand and use this idea or you'll never achieve more than 10%
of your goals, dreams and desires.

●

The special covert agreement tactic that makes people do the things you want and
stop doing the things you don't want. The best part is they won't have any idea what's
going on.

●

Agreement Tactic #3 – The "Yes" Sets. 3 ways to quickly and easily engage people so
that saying "Yes" to you will seem the obvious thing to do.
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●

Agreement Tactic #4 – The Piggy Back Principle, the "Trojan Horse" of persuasion
tactics. Igor shares 3 examples of how to use this almost foolproof tactic to make people
willingly follow your instructions.

●

Power Tactic #4 – Persistence. One of the overlooked keys to success in any area.
There are 4 Persistence Tactics that guarantee greater influence and persuasion power.

●

Persistence Tactic #1 – "The Hypnotic Triple". More than triple your effectiveness when
you apply this approach that will overwhelm resistance and objections.

●

Persistence Tactic #2 – Seeding Hypnotic Ideas. The key to solving the most intractable
and stubborn problems. Here's how you can plant "sleeper" suggestions that quietly grow
and undermine resistance. At the right time, you can awaken these hidden helpers to
create the result you want.

●

Caution! Don't overlook this step otherwise your "sleeper" suggestions will be uncovered
and uprooted before they have a chance to work.

●

Persistence Tactic #3 – The "Law Of Successive Approximations" or how you can achieve
the seemingly impossible one step at a time.

●

The remarkable story of how a desperate charity worker was able to get $50,000
donations from previously cold-hearted skinflints and misers.

●

The simple change that Igor made to go from failure to success in dating.

●

Persistence Tactic #4 – The Law of Compounding Effect. How to create an unstoppable
momentum so that people simply agree to everything you ask.
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8 Power Techniques For The Authority Strategy You Can
Instantly Begin Using At The
End Of This Session...
●

2 simple steps to using body language for greater influence and persuasion power.

●

Use this Instant Power Meditation to triple your personal power in only 5 days.

●

It's called the "Pygmalion Effect". Here's how you can use it to become instantly more
attractive and desirable in any situation.

●

What to do so that other people will naturally adopt your point of view.

●

Do this and even your worst enemy will find themselves saying "Yes" to you.

●

How to use the Hypnotic Triple in your everyday conversations. You'll find people will
automatically respond to you in a positive way.

●

An incredibly simple way to become the leader in any group. People will naturally want
to accept your suggestions and ideas.

●

A practical way to start using "sleeper suggestions" to get your ideas accepted more
easily.
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Session 5
"Emotional Triggers : Controlling Inner Pictures
And Feelings"
1 Hour 11 Mins 27 Secs

Finally find out...

●

The "Master Key" to unlock the mind It's called the "Access State Principle" and with
this your powers of persuasion, influence and command will be greater than you ever
thought possible.

●

Discover the real key to persuasion and influence. It's counter-intuitive and not at all
what you might logically think.

●

A simple and unusual way to completely change what someone is thinking. They won't
even remember what was in their mind just seconds before.

●

Discover the key to peak performance in any field. This secret makes the difference
between being a champion and just one of the crowd.

●

An instant amnesia technique that you can use on people so they forget what they
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were thinking about. Even if they were frightened or upset, they won't remember what
they were bothered about.

●

Emotional Triggers. Detonate a precise emotional response in someone any time you
want. These triggers will help you get results and make changes faster and more easily.

●

An obscure Russian scientist gets the credit for discovering the secret of emotional
triggers…but it's not true. Igor reveals the real story together with an important lesson for
hypnotists.

●

It sounds like something out of a CIA mind-control manual. People following your
instructions days or months after you spoke with them. Here's how to use this incredible
tool…ethically and with integrity.

●

The correct way to create an Emotional Trigger. With this skill you can move people into
positive states or even hypnotize them with a simple gesture.

●

Warning! 4 conditions that must be present to ensure success with your Emotional
Triggers. Don't ignore these or you'll end up wasting time and energy.

●

The foolproof 4 step formula to create emotional triggers quickly and easily.

●

One of the hypnotist's key skills is being able to quickly get someone to feel or
experience a particular emotion or state (It's called "State Inducing"). Igor shares with you
2 super effective ways to do this.

●

State Inducing Method #1 – If you can ask some simple questions, then you can quickly
get someone in the right "mood". Igor reveals what to do and then takes you through an
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example so you can start using this method right away.

●

State Inducing Method #2 – The imagination is a powerful ally in creating vivid, intense
feelings. Used correctly, it will help you inspire a wonderful virtual experience that you can
use to create powerful triggers.

●

The 4 key secrets to using the imagination to best effect. You'll create experiences so real
for people, they'll think it's actually happening.

●

Join Igor on a journey into your imagination and feel for yourself just how easy it is to
create inspiring, thrilling experiences on demand.

●

2 further tips on how to turn up the dial in the imagination to get a Hollywood quality
movie happening right there in their head.

●

There's a secret insiders use to turbo-charge the trigger process and make it almost
foolproof. It's called "Intensifying" and there are 4 techniques to make sure you banish
wimpy responses completely.

●

Intensifying Technique #1 – Simple suggestions that will turn a "ho hum" state into
passionate intensity…with even the most reserved individuals.

●

Intensifying Technique #2 – Double, triple, even quadruple the effect by "Layering".
It's powerful but you need to know one thing to get the best results.

●

Intensifying Technique #3 – Another advanced tip that's surprisingly easy to apply when
you follow Igor's suggestions.
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●

Intensifying Technique #4 – How to control inner pictures. Igor calls this the "Steven
Spielberg" technique. Change their "mental movies" from something ordinary into a thrilling
blockbuster.

●

How to get the result you want every time with emotional triggers…plus an advance look
at a super effective covert persuasion tactic.

●

The ABSAIL formula for influence. The simple formula that summarizes everything you
need to have the power and influence you desire.

3 Emotional Trigger Techniques
You Can Immediately Start Using At
The End Of This Session...
●

A simple way to kick start your skills to make other people feel good to be around you.

●

How a few "innocent questions" can produce powerful feelings. You'll be surprised how
easy this is.

●

The magic and power of stories to move people…and lead them exactly where you want
them to go.
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Session 6
"Advanced Hypnotic Language"
1 Hour 7 Mins 17 Secs

Igor reveals that ...

●

Some words aren't simply words. They carry hidden power that influences people
without them even realizing it. You'll discover the words that have this power and how to
use them for maximum advantage.

●

Precision Language Secret #1 – Hot Words. These could be called "Dynamite" words
because of the explosive emotional impact they can have on people. Use them carefully.

●

3 tips to using Hot Words for maximum impact – where to find them, when to use them
and how to use contrast to magnify the effect.

●

Precision Language Secret #2 – Hypnotic Words. Can mere words on their own put
someone in a trance? You'd better believe it. You need to know these words both to
increase your own hypnotic powers and to avoid falling under someone else's spell.

●

The 2 things you must know to use Hypnotic Words naturally and effectively.

●

Precision Language Secret #3 – Hypnotic Themes. In your hands innocent, everyday
activities become the means to mesmerize people and lead them into a trance.

●

Precision Language Secret #4 – Personal Trance Words. Everyone has them and they
have virtually no choice but to respond to them. Press the right button with the right word
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and they'll do exactly what you expect.

●

The secret to discovering someone's Personal Trance Words and the key to then using
them with precision and maximum effect.

●

Precision Language Secret #5 – Action Accelerators. How to compel action right NOW
with no questions and no hesitation. Use this correctly and the effect will be like a dam
bursting as they rush to do exactly what you ask.

●

Precision Language Secret #6 – Anticipation Builders. The secret that drives people into
an irrational frenzy. Apply this correctly and people will be so eager to follow your
directions that you'll need to hold them back.

●

How to ratchet up the power of Anticipation Builders to produce an awesome effect
when you finally make a request.

●

Precision Language Secret #7 – Language Softeners. Sometimes you'll want to adopt a
more subtle approach. Here's how to wrap a velvet glove around your steel fist of
persuasion to totally dissolve any resistance.

●

Use these covert tactics to avoid damaging confrontations, cover up potential blunders
and gently steer people to where you want them.

●

Listen in as Igor masterfully weaves the 7 Precision Language secrets together into super
powerful demonstration for you.

●

The 7 Precision Language Secrets make up "Hypnotic Language 102". You're now
ready to graduate to "Hypnotic Language 103" with 2 further "Power Tips" that will put you
in the elite of persuasion experts.
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●

Power Tip #1 – How to use mixed messages to communicate on multiple levels. While
they're listening to what you seem to be saying, your real message gets through
unhindered.

●

Power Tip #2 – The Language Of Confusion. Become a Master of this conversational "Ju
Jitsu" and the door to their mind will be wide open to your suggestions and requests. Igor
reveals 5 key "moves" to make you a "Black Belt" in persuasion.

●

Double negation. A powerful trick to melt resistance to your suggestions.

●

There's a limit to the amount of information the conscious mind can handle. Here's how
to exploit this vulnerability to sidestep objections.

●

A tiny little trick, that won't even be noticed, that has the power to induce a deep trance
surprisingly quickly.

●

Used correctly, this tactic can be devastatingly effective. SWAT teams rely on it in
"Life And Death" situations. Your need might not be so dramatic but you can use this to
totally disarm people and have them meekly comply with your requests. Using this is like
pressing a "Reset Button" in their brain so they "reboot" into a trance and simply comply
with your request.

●

The "Amnesia Technique". How you can make people forget problems, arguments and
unhelpful complications. If they were arguing with you, they won't remember what they
were bothered about.

●

Warning! After listening to this demonstration of the "Amnesia Technique" you may have
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to read the transcript to know what you've just forgotten!

●

The covert power of hidden suggestions, how they were discovered and the science
behind how they work. This is a potent but little known technique that you will master to
astonishing effect.

9 Advanced Hypnotic Language Strategies
You Can Weave Into Your Words By
The End Of This Session...
●

How to make hidden commands and suggestions a natural part of your everyday
conversations.

●

Tips on how to conceal your hidden commands and suggestions in seemingly innocent
statements or stories.

●

How to slip secret messages into your conversations using a simple trick that won't be
noticed.

●

The handy resource that provides a shortcut to success with hidden suggestions and
commands.

●

The secret to using hidden suggestions and commands so that they are virtually
impossible to resist.

●

A super subtle way to use eye contact to implant hidden suggestions. They will never
know why they are following your commands.
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●

A simple way to always have the right hypnotic word for any situation. Do this and you'll
never be lost for words.

●

How you can create a Personal Trigger Word that will automatically make people feel
good to be around you. You'll be more popular and charismatic as a result.

●

The fun and easy way to start using confusion to boost your hypnotic skills.

Session 7

"How To Destroy Resistance With Stories" Part One
1 Hour 11 Mins 41 Secs

You'll hear that ...

●

Throughout history, the great storytellers have been admired and revered for their ability
to move, inspire and influence people. You'll discover their secret to magical storytelling and
how to transform your ability to influence and attract people to you.

●

The true power of stories and why they influence people so strongly. Use this power
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wisely and your hypnosis skills and influence will increase dramatically.

●

Stories come in many different forms. Each is effective in a different way. You'll
discover how to use the right story type at the right time to get the result you want.

●

4 ways to use a story to bypass conscious objections and resistance and make sure your
message is heard and acted on.

●

How to subtly include trance themes within a story. Remember, when someone is in a
trance, they are more open to your suggestions.

●

How to achieve remarkable results by placing embedded suggestions in your stories.
You'll discover the famous "Tomato Plant" story that Milton Erickson used to help a
chronically ill patient when all else failed.

●

An "Isomorphic Story" might sound like something from a geometry class. Don't be
alarmed. In fact, it's a powerful way to get someone totally involved in your story and reach
your desired conclusion.

●

How to use stories so that people think they are acting on their own free will, but in fact
are doing exactly what you want them to. The great boxer Muhammad Ali knew this secret
and used it to help him in many of his victories.

●

The 3 Master Keys to telling a compelling story to both attract and influence your listener.

●

The hidden structure of hypnotic stories. This is the key to holding attention and
making sure your real message gets through.

●

How to turn an ordinary story into a good one and a good story into something truly
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memorable. Few people know how to do this and you'll be a rare storyteller and person of
influence with this secret 4th key.

●

Anyone can tell a good story, once they know about the 4 keys. Igor demonstrates
how easy it can be by creating a story spontaneously and without any preparation.

●

The surprising and highly beneficial side effect of being a good storyteller. You'll
need no encouragement to perfect your storytelling skills when you hear about this.

●

99% of people think they can't tell a good story. The truth is that everyone has this
talent but few actually realize it.

●

A fatal mistake that destroys any chance of telling a good story. Avoid this or you'll
damage your ability to persuade people.

●

A simple mental trick that guarantees you can instantly tell spellbinding stories whenever
you want. You don’t even need any time to prepare before starting your story.

●

Welcome to Igor's "Strange New World". It might sound bizarre but in fact this
unique strategy opens the door to recalling actual stories from the past, creating new
stories and captivating your listener every time.

●

Join Igor on a journey to the "Strange New World". You'll experience for yourself how
easy and enjoyable this can be and you'll quickly be exploring your own new worlds.

●

Igor reveals the insider tricks and tips to ensure a fun, enjoyable and valuable
experience every time you visit the "Strange New World".
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●

The secret to unlocking your storytelling genius so that you can effortlessly spin
wonderful and compelling stories at will.

●

The movie "Forrest Gump" contains much hidden wisdom. Here's a fun game inspired
by a scene in the movie to really stimulate your inner creativity.

●

Entertaining people with your stories is great. But as a hypnotist you want stories to
do more than just entertain. Here's how to make your stories powerful vehicles for
persuasion and influence by covertly including hypnotic themes, ideas and commands.

●

More tips and tricks from the masters of storytelling to enchant your listeners and
open them to your suggestions.

●

Igor and the Caterpillar! There's an important lesson for you in this story about the
principle of "Incorporation". This will be vital to adding persuasion power to your stories.

●

How to Incorporate specific items and ideas in your own stories. You'll be pleasantly
surprised at how easily you master this skill.

●

How to become a true storytelling expert. Igor reveals 5 key Insider Tricks that
master storytellers know and use.

●

The surprising thing that stops many people from becoming great storytellers.
Fortunately, it's easy to overcome as Igor explains.

●

How to enlist your unconscious mind as a powerful ally to smash through a barrier
to your creativity. People don't like to talk about this but you need to make this
breakthrough to become a truly great storyteller.
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●

The simple technique that ensures your stories will be vivid, intense and catch the
attention of your listener.

●

Nobody likes boring stories. You won't run that risk if you follow these simple
suggestions.

●

A powerful technique to refine your storytelling skills, amplify your creative abilities and
tap into the amazing stories within you.

●

How to make your stories even richer, more powerful and more enthralling with the
"Rule of 3". This will also dramatically increase the persuasive power of your stories.

●

A demonstration of the "Rule of 3" with tips, insights and guidance from Igor to make it
easy to increase the persuasion potency of your stories.

●

The practical and useful way to weave Emotional Triggers into your stories. This will
make your stories more compelling as well as increasing the impact on the person listening
to you.

●

Excitement and anticipation are some of the best ways to captivate your listener. Igor
shares a simple story that will have you on the edge of your seat…and then reveals exactly
what to do to enchant listeners yourself.

●

2 storytelling insights you must know about if you want to guarantee compelling stories
that have the power to persuade.

●

How to overcome "Storyteller's Block" and remove the unconscious barriers that can
hold back your natural storytelling ability. This will save you from ever being lost for words.
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●

Sometimes the best thing to do is let go and allow a story to evolve naturally as you
go. Here's how to put your storytelling on "autopilot" and get great results with less effort.

●

4 Master Storyteller's Strategies to go from clueless beginner to silver-tongued teller of
tales in record time.

●

The key to finding authentic, true stories that connect with your audience in the right
way.

●

The best way to create your own "on demand" library of compelling stories that you have
ready to attract and enthuse listeners at any time.

●

How to effortlessly tell hundreds or even thousands of compelling stories without having
to memorize any of them. Discover why it's actually better if you don't memo rise entire
stories.

●

How to really capture the attention of someone and amplify the persuasive effect of a
story. Do this correctly and they will feel the message of the story was meant just for
them.

Session 8
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"Conversational Inductions: How To Deal Directly With
The Unconscious Mind"
1 Hour 14 Mins 28 Secs

When you listen to this session...

●

Igor reveals how to conduct conversational inductions and communicate directly with the
unconscious mind. You'll experience the power of hypnosis and, more importantly, practice
the arts of persuasion yourself..

●

The 4 essential steps of the powerful Hypnotic Protocol. Every successful use of
hypnosis involves these 4 steps. Without them you risk disappointment and failure.

●

The 3 secrets to mastering Conversational Hypnosis as speedily as possible. Follow
these tips and you'll soon be confidently using hypnosis to achieve your goals.

●

How to begin your journey to mastery with Conversational Hypnosis. You might be
surprised at the first step but it's essential to your success.

●

How you can make your hypnosis less and less obvious to people. People will simply
think you're holding an ordinary conversation…while being unaware of the powerful
principles of persuasion you are applying.

●

2 things you must do to develop your persuasion skills in the shortest possible time.

●

The amazing "60 Second Hypnotist" routine . It sounds incredible but you really can
perform valuable hypnosis in less than a minute. Igor reveals how to do this yourself.
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●

Igor's private tips to ensure success as a "60 Second Hypnotist" and have friends and
people you know lining up to be hypnotized (you'll get lots of hypnosis practice as a result).

●

The 4 simple steps that guarantee someone will enter a trance state.

●

When you first start out learning hypnosis, you might feel a little anxious about practicing
your skills with people. This simple tip removes any pressure and will let you gain
confidence and experience while making it fun for everyone involved.

●

The "60 Second Hypnotist" routine might seem elementary, but it conceals the use of
powerful hypnotic tools. Igor dissects the routine for you and reveals the extraordinary
effectiveness of seemingly simple steps.

●

Hear for yourself how to be a "60 Second Hypnotist" as Igor takes you through the
routine and points out what's actually going on at every stage. You'll get lots of "Ah-ha"
insights and be ready to do this yourself after this demonstration.

●

A sinister figure in fiction is the Hypnotist who can mesmerize a person just by gazing
into their eyes. Is this really possible? Actually it is…but not quite in the way you might
think. Igor reveals the truth behind the "Hypnotic Gaze".

●

Separating fact from fantasy about the Hypnotic Gaze. What you can and can't achieve
simply by gazing into someone's eyes.

●

The 5 secrets that explain the real power and effectiveness of the Hypnotic Gaze and how
to apply them yourself.

●

Why eye contact is such a powerful way to attract attention and how it really can start to
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put someone in a trance.

●

The reason why someone will more readily respond to you when you make eye contact
the right way.

●

It might sound incredible, but without saying a word you can make someone start going
into a trance. The scientific explanation for this is quite fascinating and will help you apply
this skill.

●

Warning! The last thing you want is someone in a trance getting aggressive or afraid.
Here's how to make sure that never happens to you.

●

One of the secrets of the Hypnotic Gaze is that confidence breeds success. Here's
something to do PLUS 7 things to avoid if you want to project confidence and authority.

●

The telltale signs that reveal when someone is about to go into trance. This knowledge
will enable you to speed up what's happening and increase your control of the situation.

●

The 2 types of trances and the differences between them. Knowing this is essential if
you want to become skilled at using hypnosis for greater power and influence.

●

4 simple steps to creating a powerful Hypnotic Gaze Induction.

●

Igor takes you step by step through the Hypnotic Gaze induction. You'll quickly
understand how to use this powerful persuasion tool yourself.

●

The "Inner Circle" secrets to using the Hypnotic Gaze induction. Igor shares what the
experts do to create the greatest persuasive effect.
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●

Join Igor for a walk through the Hypnotic Gaze induction in action. Even though
you'll be listening to the demonstration, it will seem as if you really are gazing into
someone's eyes.

●

One of the secrets to being a good hypnotist is actually to be good at being hypnotized.
This strategy will help you build one of the key skills of hypnotic power.

●

What really went on in that Hypnotic Gaze induction? You might think you know but
check if you missed anything as Igor provides a complete explanation of what he did.

●

Please don't miss this section. Igor shares some very subtle but very powerful
techniques that amplify the persuasive power of the Hypnotic Gaze induction. These
distinctions make the difference between being an expert and being a novice.

●

In this simple, but powerful demonstration, Igor draws together many of the lessons
from the program up to this point.

●

3 refinements you can use to covertly include the Hypnotic Gaze induction in any
conversation. People won't realize what you're doing and they'll be wide open to your
influence.

●

3 Ways you can conceal the Hypnotic Gaze induction in any conversation. This is
"stealth" persuasion that's virtually impossible to detect.

4 Conversational Induction Strategies
You Can Add To Your Arsenal By
The End Of This Session...
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●

How to build your persuasion power swiftly with the 60 Second Hypnotist.

●

The natural way to apply the Hypnotic Gaze in ordinary, everyday situations.

●

A 4 step process you can use to include the Hypnotic Gaze induction in your everyday
conversations. You control the degree of stealth and the level of influence you use.

●

How to conceal an hypnotic induction so what you're doing will not be recognized as
anything out of the ordinary.

Session 9

"How To Destroy Resistance With Stories" Part 2
1 Hour 1 Mins 42 Secs

Igor shares with you ...

●

4 ways to use the persuasion power of stories to create the results and outcomes you
desire.

●

How to use hidden suggestions in stories to incredible persuasive effect. Milton
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Erickson used this technique to achieve dramatic results in cases where everything else had
failed.

●

When you control how someone feels, you can control how they behave. Here's how to
include emotional triggers in your stories to establish emotional control.

●

How to completely transform how someone is feeling – even from dark despair to
happiness and joy. Stories have the power to do this when you apply this principle
correctly.

●

How to use stories to give advice without seeming to give advice. By doing this you can
help people in situations where otherwise they would ignore you.

●

Sun Tzu said that "Every battle is won…before it is fought". Here's how to use stories to
prepare in advance and ensure success.

●

Secrets that advertisers use to persuade you both to buy now and continue to buy in
the future. You can apply the same ideas to your business.

●

Discover the persuasive power of nested loops and how to use multiple hidden
metaphors. These techniques will exponentially increase your power to persuade and
influence people…without them being aware of it.

●

The "Zeigarnik Effect". Use this powerful psychological tactic to keep someone's
attention and also help them to learn and adapt more effectively.

●

There are 4 levels of nested loops. You start at the basic (but still powerful) level.
Step-by-step Igor leads you up through the levels to the peak of mastery.
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●

The simple way to construct a basic nested loop. It's just a tiny, but important,
adjustment that transforms your existing skills into a potent new tool.

●

There are 2 different kinds of "Loops" ("Hard" and "Soft"). Discover the advantages
and disadvantages of each so you can use the right kind to get the best results.

●

Level 2: Intermediate Nested Loops. Make these simple additions to your basic nested
loops to engage your listener and make them more receptive to your ideas.

●

The secret master storytellers use so that every story is fresh, unique and exciting.
You'll have the power to enthrall any audience with this secret.

●

Level 3: Advanced Nested Loops. Increase the hypnotic power of loops with special
trance techniques that give you almost complete control of the outcome.

●

A way to influence someone so that they automatically take a desired action when
required.

●

"Future Memories". They might sound strange but you can use them to virtually
guarantee that something will happen exactly as you planned .

●

Level 4: Mastery Level Nested Loops. Igor reveals the 2 things to incorporate in your
loops that will take you into the elite circle of Master Persuaders. Even trained hypnotists
will be unable to detect or resist your power.

●

Nested loops in the "Real World". How to actually design your own nested loops to
increase your power and create the outcomes you want.
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Bonus "Cheat Sheet"

This Session Includes A Special Bonus "Cheat Sheet" To
Help You Assimilate This Powerful Knowledge
It's Like A Secret Treasure Map Of How To Structure An Irresistibly Powerful
Hypnotic Story.

●

7 simple steps to creating hypnotic loops that will transform your ability to persuade and
influence people.

●

A tip to boost your creativity and always have the right story available to use in your
hypnotic conversations.

●

The key to powerful and effective storytelling. Without this people will find your
stories dull and uninteresting and you'll fail to get the results you want.

●

Igor shares an insider's tip you can use to safely test your nested loops and avoid
potentially embarrassing mistakes.

●

How to become a natural storyteller and effortlessly enchant an audience at any time
with stories that both entertain and persuade.
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4 Tricks To Put Real Hypnotic Power Into
Your Storytelling, Leaving People Spellbound
By The End Of This Session...
●

How to create a basic set of loops AND be able to instantly use them in everyday
conversations.

●

One of Igor's favorite ways you can see and hear master storytellers in action. Not only
will you improve your storytelling skills, you'll have a lot of fun as well.

●

Tips to add hypnotic power to your nested loops.

●

The secret to taking an elementary story and transforming it into a masterpiece with
incredible power of persuasion and influence.

Session 10

"Advanced Frame Control - How To
Irresistibly Lead Any Interaction"
1 Hour 2 Mins 37 Secs

Igor opens up the power of ...

●

"Frames". What they are, why they're important and how you can use them to exert
control in any situation.

●

What someone hears you say will depend totally on the "Frame". Control the frame and
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you control what they hear.

●

How you can use frames to totally transform any conversation or social situation. Go
from negative to positive, conflict to harmony, in just seconds.

●

How to use frames as part of your "covert" arsenal of persuasion tactics to bypass
the resistance of the conscious mind.

●

Warning! If you allow this to happen, even kind and charitable acts will be made to
appear evil and manipulative. Fortunately, you can prevent this with some simple tactics.

●

"Frame Wars". Every time you come into contact with someone, two different views of
the world bump into each other. The dominant view will largely determine what happens.
Knowing how this works, you'll have an advantage in any social situation.

●

How to come out on top so that you're the one in control and setting the agenda. This
can make the difference between being an unwanted pest and a welcome guest.

●

How and why people covertly seek to undermine your influence. Keep these psychic
intruders at bay with these simple tips.

●

Winning the Frame Wars. There really is a "Dark Side" out there. Here are 4 "Jedi"
Power Tactics to maintain your own position and dominate any opposition so that you
determine the outcome.

●

How to avoid losing control of a situation and ending up in a submissive, weak position.

●

How to frame the agenda in advance so that the outcome is almost certain to be as
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you desire. It's like an inoculation against objections and resistance.

●

You can easily neutralize objections and resistance with a deceptively simple tactic.
By using this tactic you'll swiftly regain control and influence over the situation.

●

Sometimes, your only option is to play "Hardball" when you encounter someone who
wants to dominate you. Here's how to launch a devastating psychological "Blitzkrieg" to
crush unwanted opposition and bend them to your will quickly.

●

How to create and maintain powerful frames - these will be so strong they'll stand up
to the toughest challenge.

●

Warning! These mistakes will sabotage your influence without you realizing what's
happening. Avoid these things or you run the risk of humiliation and rejection.

●

Discover Igor's "Secret Moves" to shrug off attempts to dominate you.

●

There's a "Psychic Sonar" that people use to make sense of the world around them. You
can use this to influence people and get them to see things your way.

●

How to use 2 subtle outside influences to exert an iron grip of control over any
situation. Use these 2 things correctly and your power will be almost irresistible.

●

3 tactics to resist challenges, deal with objections and stay in control of even the most
stressful situations.

●

Discover 2 powerful frames that you can use to increase your personal power and make
your life richer and more abundant in every way.
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●

The secret to a life of abundance and riches. You can make your limitations a thing of
the past and it's easier than you might think.

●

How to stop bad things "just happening" to you. Some people seem to just
effortlessly sail through life and everything goes their way. This isn't mere chance.
Discover the secret to creating your own destiny and the life of your dreams.

7 Power Tactics To Irresistibly Lead Any
Interaction You'll Have At Your Command
By The End Of This Session...
●

How to become a "Frame Detective". A simple question to use so that you instantly
understand the subtle influences at work in any social situation.

●

The shocking truth about the daily assault on your mind. Here's how to protect yourself
from media brainwashing and shameless political spin.

●

How to develop a "Zen Master" presence and remain cool, calm and collected…
whatever the pressure.

●

How to make sure it's impossible for someone to disagree with you and that they are left
with no other choice but to do what you wish.

●

How to use some simple questions to change your reality and bring more abundance,
happiness and fulfillment into your life.

●

A lesson from "Pollyanna". Use this simple phrase and you can help make the world a
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better place as well as transforming your own life.

●

Lessons in influence and persuasion from ancient Greece. Even after 2,407 years the
power of these principles is undiminished.

Session 11

"Conversational Trance Formulas Getting
What You Want"
1 Hour 10 Mins 15 Secs

You'll have...

●

The LIFE checklist to ensure you use all of your hypnotic skills in a conversation. This
simple checklist will improve your results dramatically.

●

The LIFE checklist in action. 4 simple questions to use that will guarantee your hypnotic
conversations are powerful, full of energy and highly effective.

●

Discover Igor's unique P-CAT formula to help people overcome problems and make
beneficial changes in their life. Your ability to help and influence people will reach a new
level when you apply this 4 step formula.

●

How to use the P-CAT formula to get the best results. Igor shares the insider tips and
distinctions that masters of hypnosis use.

●

3 ways confusion actually helps you in any hypnotic conversation to clear away
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obstacles to getting the result you want.

●

5 ways to reach into the unconscious mind to resolve problems and create
breakthroughs.

●

Join Igor for a demonstration of how you can use the P-CAT formula in a natural,
relaxed and highly effective manner.

●

Now here are the hidden secrets in that demonstration that you can use to refine your
problem solving skills and be even more effective.

●

It sounds incredible, but when you use "Future Memories" correctly a person will
reveal to you exactly what needs to be done to resolve a seemingly "impossible" problem.
This was one of Milton Erickson's "Secret Weapons" when everything else had failed.

●

How experts use 3 powerful tactics to create Future Memories for people in a way
that's easy and works every time.

●

Post Hypnotic Suggestions. How to ensure someone will follow your instructions, when
you're not even present. This is sometimes the only technique that will get the result you
want and every expert has this in their hypnosis toolkit.

●

3 conditions that must be present if you want your post hypnotic suggestions to
achieve the result you want.

●

How to install a Post Hypnotic Suggestion. Follow these 5 simple steps and you'll get
great results every time.
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●

Hints and useful suggestions you can use when installing a Post Hypnotic Suggestion.
Milton Erickson used these ideas himself.

●

Amnesia is a powerful tool to make hypnosis more effective (By making people forget
certain things, you remove potential interference with what you're doing). Here are the 3
quickest and easiest ways to create amnesia.

●

Fractionation. This is when you repeatedly put someone in a trance, bring them out and
then put them back in again. It's a great way to create amnesia and make your hypnosis
more effective. Here are some of Igor's personal tips to using this fascinating technique.

●

Exposed! Igor's "COMILA" formula to create positive changes and new behaviors in
people even in the face of obstructions and interference.

●

Motivation. It seems like everybody is talking about it, but few people really understand
it. There's a critical distinction that you must understand if you want to have any chance at
all of properly motivating someone. Igor explains this in detail.

●

The 2 fundamental types of motivation that drive all human behavior. They are both
important and you'll need to know when one will be more effective than the other.

●

How to use the COMILA formula to create powerful motivation for change and direct
that momentum to create a specific result.

●

The foolproof guide to using the 6 steps of the COMILA formula. With this roadmap
plus the tips Igor generously shares, you'll have the power to help people in a dramatic
way.

●

Avoid This Pitfall ! There's a huge mistake many people make when they try and
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create change or get someone to take action. Don't fall into this trap or the result will be
frustration and disappointment.

●

The surprisingly simple secret that you can use to help people make massive changes
that might seem almost impossible.

●

A demonstration of the COMILA formula in action. If you've ever been in a panic
about deadlines or an upcoming exam, you might well find this useful yourself.

●

There's a huge amount in the COMILA demonstration. Igor explains everything that's
happening both on the surface and at a deeper, less apparent level. These insights will
make you more effective and build your own persuasive power.

●

You will now have everything you need to be a Master of "Conversational
Hypnosis". Now, as they say in the Nike ad, "Just Do It!".

Session 12

"How To Master Conversational Hypnosis"
57 Mins 31 Secs
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Finally you'll have...

●

The 9 Steps and 20 Master Techniques that will make you a Master of Conversational
Hypnosis.

●

The trick to avoiding overloading your mind with too many details at the same time.

●

What to do at every stage so that you are completely confident about your ability to use
Conversational Hypnosis to get results.

●

Step 1 (Master Techniques 1-4). Understanding hypnotic language. This is the foundation
of your ability to persuade and influence people.

●

Step 2 (Master Techniques 5-8). How to create the right atmosphere and conditions so
that people are naturally open to you.

●

Step 3 (Master Techniques 9-10). Adding hypnosis to your conversations to be able to
communicate directly with the unconscious mind.

●

Step 4 (Master Techniques 11-12). Bypassing the conscious mind to avoid resistance to
your directions.

●

Step 5 (Master Techniques 13-14). Dissolve any remaining obstacles so that there is
virtually no defense against your suggestions.

●

Step 6 (Master Techniques 15-17). Using stories and descriptions that captivate the
imagination to further increase your ability to persuade and influence.

●

Step 7 (Master Technique 18). Adding Frames to define and control the ground rules for
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any situation. By doing this you control what outcomes are possible.

●

Step 8 (Master Technique 19). The hypnotic formulas to make your goals a reality.

●

Step 9 (Master Technique 20). How to become a Master Hypnotic Storyteller, someone
who can inspire, captivate and move people to action.

●

How to go beyond merely applying techniques to make Conversational Hypnosis a natural
part of who you are and what you do every day. You'll be charming, influential and
persuasive naturally and effortlessly.

●

A complete checklist of the 53 special skills and tools of influence and persuasion
that will be at your command when you complete "The Power Of Conversational
Hypnosis" program.

This Session Also Includes FOUR "Cheat Sheets" Setting
Out Igor's 9 Step Blueprint For Compelling Almost
Anybody To Do As You Say!

Your exciting course,
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The Power of Conversational Hypnosis
'How to Quickly and Easily Put People Under Your Spell And Get Them To
Do What You Want'

...also includes a 629 page manual with references to
every essential pattern, technique, strategy and
hypnotic suggestion required to command the respect
and compliance of whoever you choose.

Your manual also includes FULL Transcripts of all
sessions. So you'll have even more detailed information
about your new powers of persuasion.
And you'll always have an easy reference right at your fingertips!
You can read this manual at work, before sales calls, or use it to “brush up ” before an
important meeting.

Of Course You May Have Doubts...
Is This Too Good To Be True?
If you too can simply put your doubts aside for a short time you will see for yourself just
what it's like to ...

●

Influence anyone to follow your lead

●

Get clients and customers to happily buy more
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●

Negotiate with stellar success

●

Compel colleagues to do what you suggest

●

Get just about anyone to say “yes ”

●

Convince children and teens to obey your instructions

●

Keep your lover(s) eternally loyal

Even Better, You'll Get The Same Instruction
For a TINY Fraction Of What Everybody
Else Had To Invest!
Please Listen: A lot of people all over the world are going to be furious with me for
sharing these “secret weapons ” of persuasion with you... especially since you'll be getting it
for over 30 times less than what some of them had to invest to get it!
But that's just too bad.
It's been a secret for too long. Oh, this stuff will NEVER become common knowledge –after
all most people just don't have the guts to command others to obey their will.
That's just human nature. Most folks are just too set in their ways to...

Defy The Lies
That Keep Them
Puny, Powerless And Poor!
But if you have stayed with me this far –you aren't like “most folks ” anyway.
So here's the low down...
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Igor felt his course should be at the very minimum $697. After all that's just 10% of what
his tuition usually costs.
And that would be more than fair.
But I've haggled and haggled with him to reduce it further to make this available to more
people during its initial launch.
And I've secured a very temporary discount of $500!
So right now your investment in yourself is just $197...
You couldn't even get Igor on the phone for $197 --- remember, hundreds of people have
happily shelled out thousands upon thousands of dollars for this precious information.
This, my friend, is the bargain of a lifetime if you want more personal power, more
authority, and more persuasion-power. What's more, the money is actually irrelevant,
because...

You Also Get A Full 8 Weeks
No-Risk 100% Money Back Guarantee
Here's how it works:
Order your personal copy of the course, and use it as if you
own it.
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If, for any reason (or even for no reason at all), you aren't absolutely delighted
within 8 entire weeks...
(by which time I had made an additional $22,167 dollars and blasted my selfconfidence to the stratosphere!)
...just send me a message via email or fax or phone....and I will personally
guarantee that you get a friendly & complete refund immediately.
No Questions Asked. No Forms To Fill Out.
No Hassles At All.

How Can I Afford
To Be So Generous?
Easy --- so far, every single person I know of who has experienced the thrill
and power of Conversational Hypnosis has been using it ever since ... with
results that –as you saw in the above testimonials –almost defy belief.
So I'm pretty darned confident that it will work magic for you, too.
And you have absolutely nothing to lose with the super-generous moneyback guarantee!

Sometimes It's Hard To Make A Decision With Total
Confidence, Even With A Great Guarantee
Like I've Just Given You...
Because of this, for a limited time, I've put together special bonuses–just for owners of this
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'Power Of Conversational Hypnosis' Course, and I'm GIVING THEM AWAY to smart
people who jump on this right away...
It doesn't matter if you change your mind tomorrow, or in eight weeks, you still get to keep
these bonus items!

4 Extra FREE Bonus Sessions For You...
* Free Bonus 1 *

"Stealth & Shadow Tactics"
1 Hour 2 Mins 22 Secs

On Your 1st Bonus Discover

●

Stealth Tactics. What they really are and why you need to be able to use them if you
want to be truly effective at persuasion.

●

The Ugly Truth. Sometimes there really are no good alternatives to Stealth Tactics. Igor
explains why you must be able to use these techniques.

●

The big advantages of Stealth Tactics. Both for you and the people you are seeking to
influence.

●

How to "Do Good By Stealth". You can help people without them ever having to know
and you'll benefit as well.

●

Stealth Tactic #1. The Law Of Reversed Effect. How you can use their desire to resist
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you to get the result you want.

●

Stealth Trick 1. Law Of The Imagination. Take a tip from old fashioned stage hypnotists
who use this law to dominate even the toughest subjects.

●

Stealth Trick 2. Linguistic Subtlety. How using one specific word will double your
chances of success.

●

The 3 step formula to apply the Law Of Reversed Effect to completely bypass resistance
to your suggestions.

●

Stealth Tactic #2. Redirect Resistance. How to create a "Win-Win" situation with a
difference.

●

Why in many cases it's essential to use Stealth Tactic #2 to avoid causing problems for
yourself down the road.

●

Stealth Trick 3. How to combine certain tactics to virtually guarantee they make the
choice you want them to.

●

Stealth Tactic #3 – Refocus Attention. How to use the power of distraction to secretly
remove any desire to resist your suggestions.

●

3 "Stealth Tricks" to refocus someone's attention and bypass resistance undetected.

●

Stealth Tactic #4 – Implication. By giving instructions in this indirect way, your message
is heard by the subconscious mind but unnoticed and unblocked by the conscious mind.
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●

Implication Tactic 1. How to use an innocent question to disguise your suggestion.
People won’t realize what you're doing.

●

Implication Tactic 2. When you use this correctly, there's no need to say anything at all
to have people simply do what you want them to.

●

Implication Tactic 3. A subtle way to use your surroundings to influence people before
you even meet them or say a single word. This is actually so powerful that you must be in
control of this or you could actually sabotage yourself without realizing it.

●

Stealth Tactic #5 – Presuppositions. An incredibly powerful tool of influence and
persuasion. Used correctly, you control what's actually possible in any situation.

●

3 categories of Presuppositions and how to use each of them to shape a conversation
to avoid objections and make agreement to your suggestions the most reasonable thing to
do.

●

The "Rule of 3" you can use to combine Presuppositions so that people will almost
automatically go with what you propose.

●

Stealth Tactic #6 – Binds and Double Binds. How you can allow someone to think they
have a choice but in fact they'll do what you want every time.

●

Psychic Self Defense. Every day you are at risk from Binds and Double Binds. Here's how
to shrug off unethical attempts to manipulate you.

●

A powerful way to add hypnotic power to Double Binds so that whatever they might
think, they will be following your suggestions.
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●

A special bonus with a handy guide to understanding how both the conscious and
unconscious minds work. This knowledge will make you much more effective in applying
the principles of hypnotic influence and persuasion.

7 Bonus Stealth & Shadow Tactics To Call
Upon When You Need Them The Most
By The End Of This Session...
●

Some practical tips for applying these Stealth Tactics in everyday situations to get more
of what you want.

●

Win bets or get an edge in any game with this deceptively simple stealth tactic.

●

A simple way to become skilful at using distraction in any conversation.

●

Use this simple idea and you can use this stealthy tool of influence the very next time
you speak with someone.

●

Here's how you can get a "Million Dollar" education from masters of persuasion
absolutely free. The secrets of using stealth tactics in the real world are there in plain sight
for you. You just need to know where to look.

●

Most people are using one of the stealth tactics every day without realizing what they are
doing. Here's how to detect what's going on and use that knowledge to direct events
towards the outcomes you want.
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* Free Bonus 2 *

"Advanced Secrets To Bypass Resistance"
1 Hour 7 Mins 17 Secs

Revealed On Your 2nd Bonus,

●

The Piggy Back Induction. How to attach your idea to one that's already been
accepted. When you do this your suggestion will be accepted without resistance.

●

The simple secrets to using the Piggy Back Induction for effective persuasion.

●

How to easily attract and then redirect someone's attention exactly where you want it.

●

Capture someone's attention so that they have no choice but to focus on where your
directions.

●

A remarkably simple and effective way to build a "Yes Set" that naturally leads on to
agreement.

●

How to make saying "Yes" the path of least resistance for someone.
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●

The 4 simple steps to a successful Piggy Back Induction to use to get your ideas across
successfully.

●

Always get your Piggy Back Induction off to a successful start with this tip.

●

How to add your suggestions and have them accepted without question.

●

How to make your Piggy Back Induction even more effective and persuasive with tips
even many hypnotists don't know about.

●

2 alternative ways to use the Piggy Back Induction and how to get the best results in
each case.

●

Be careful! You might just find yourself learning conversational hypnosis really quickly and
easily as you listen to Igor take you through an actual Piggy Back Induction.

●

4 ways you can refine the Piggy Back Induction to add persuasive power.

●

Refinement #1 – How to conceal the Piggy Back Induction in a regular conversation so
that your suggestions slip through completely unnoticed.

●

Refinement #2 – How "My Friend John" can help you bypass conscious resistance.

●

Refinement #3 – An expert way to direct their focus so that when you make a suggestion
they will be more receptive.

●

Refinement #4 – How to be a "Mind Reader". It sounds incredible but when you know
these 4 simple tricks it really does seem as if you can read someone's mind and know what
they're thinking.
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●

The truth behind the Trance Voice Induction. There is hypnotic power in your voice
but not in the way commonly thought. Igor explains the correct way to use your voice for
persuasion.

●

There are a number of myths about the Trance Voice Induction. Don't fall for them or
you risk disappointment, even humiliation and embarrassment.

●

The secret to using your voice so that someone will drop into a trance just by listening
to you.

●

You may not realize it, but you already have a Trance Voice. Here's how you can start
using it straight away to be more persuasive.

●

Caution! It's actually vital that you do have a special Trance Voice. Without one you
could run into problems and even end up losing friends.

●

Igor's "Advanced Class" in using the Trance Voice Induction. There are 4 simple steps
to success.

●

How to make sure someone will respond to your Trance Voice in the way you desire.

●

The simple, elegant way to end the Trance Voice Induction. You'll just slip back into
normal conversation and people won’t even realize they've been in a trance.

●

An opportunity for you to experience the Trance Voice Induction for yourself. As you
listen, Igor will be helping you to build your hypnotic skills at the same time.

●

Discover new distinctions that you may have missed the first time. Igor carefully lays
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out for you all the things that make the Trance Voice Induction a very persuasive tool.

●

The Sensory Rich Description Induction. Use the secrets of poets, authors and
musicians to create a compelling experience and make your hypnotic trance seductive and
convincing.

●

The power of stories to make the induction more intense, more real and so more
persuasive.

●

How to introduce a Sensory Rich Description Induction into an ordinary conversation
completely unnoticed.

●

Listen to the silky power of the Sensory Rich Description Induction and appreciate how
effective it can be to create a lifelike internal experience.

●

How you can create what hypnotists call "Multiple Realities" to negate conscious
objections and introduce your hypnotic suggestions without resistance.

Use Seemingly Innocent, Everyday
Conversations To Perfect Your Hypnotic
Skills And Covertly Influence Friends,
Colleagues & Clients With
These Bonus Tips...
●

How to include the Piggy Back Induction in a regular conversation. You can do this
right now if you wish.

●

A simple and practical example of how you can use a normal conversation to condition
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someone to respond to your Trance Voice.

●

Use everyday experiences to start including the persuasive power of the Sensory Rich
Description Induction in regular conversations. Be careful, you'll probably find people
starting to follow your slightest suggestion.

●

A fun and playful way to cause confusion and scramble brains with a simple story that
conceals multiple realities and covertly opens people to your influence.

* Free Bonus 3 *

"Conversational Hypnosis Demo: The Super Hypnotic
Storyteller Induction"
1 Hour 4 Mins 09 Secs

On Your 3rd Bonus Session,

●

Igor provides something truly exceptional for you. It's a powerful hypnotic story that
runs for just over an hour. Not only is it a wonderful example of Conversational Hypnosis in
action, but just by listening to it you will be acquiring the skills to be a master hypnotist
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yourself.

●

Yes! Igor is actually using Conversational Hypnosis to help you master the skills faster and
easier.

●

In this example, Igor weaves in virtually every hypnotic pattern that you've learnt
about in the Conversational Hypnosis Home Study Program. It's like having a miniencyclopedia at your fingertips.
You can use this as…

●

A reminder of what you have learned.

●

A demonstration of how to actually use the tools of hypnosis in a real life situation.

●

A handy guide and memory map that ties together the Conversational
Hypnosis course.

●

●

A reference guide you can easily refer back to.

Included in the Power of Conversational Hypnosis manual is a complete transcript (Trance
Script) of the story so you can easily follow along and see exactly how it has been put
together.

●

The transcript is clearly set out with headings and subheadings so it's easy for you to
follow the nested loops and stories that are included.

●

As you listen and follow along with the transcript, you'll experience the power of hypnotic
storytelling for yourself.
And not only is this an example..
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As you listen to Igor's voice, you will be subconsciously learning and becoming a powerful
hypnotic storyteller yourself.
This example will also give you a wealth of different stories that you can take and use to
create your own stories and hypnotic inductions.
And you'll find that it's easy for you to start using these techniques straight away.
For example, if friends or family are having a difficult time, you have a way you can
help them.
A friend of Igor's found himself in exactly that situation a day after he had listened to this
induction. Without even thinking about it, he found himself telling his sister one of the
stories included on this bonus session.
By the end of the story, his sister was almost overwhelmed at the renewed hope and
comfort her brother provided. Tears were literally rolling down her cheeks.

So, Enjoy Listening To This Session. It's A Great
Resource For You And It Will Make You A Master of
Conversational Hypnosis Even Faster Than You Thought
Possible....
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* Free Bonus 4 *

"Top Secret:
Breaking The Hypnotic Storyteller
Code"
1 Hour 14 Mins 37 Secs

Finally On Your 4th Bonus.

●

Igor Completely Breaks Down The Secret Code Of The Super Hypnotic Storyteller
Induction...So You Can Use All Of Its Powerful Secrets For Yourself!

●

Of course this top secret session is completely transcribed (like all the sessions are) so you
can go over it in whatever depth you desire...

Fair Warning: Igor is seriously considering pulling these last 2 bonus sessions from
this course and selling them separately as part of a hypnotic storytelling program.
Therefore please don't be upset if you come back later only to find they have been removed
and you've missed out.

So Including These Amazing Bonuses,
You'll Now Receive...
Over 18 Hours of hard-hitting conversational hypnosis power!
In fact, here's a quick run down of what you'll get :-

●

The 12 main sessions of The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
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●

A 629 page manual including FULL Transcripts of every session

●

Special "Cheat Sheets" that speed up your understanding of how to use hypnosis

●

4 Advanced Bonus sessions to give you even more serious hypnotic "firepower" when
you need it the most.

This entire exciting program is available for immediate download. So you'll be able to
access it immediately.
(Of course if you want a hard copy too, this is also available. Please see the FAQ at the
bottom of this letter for more details.)
So all you need do is click the button in the box below to request your risk-free trial
invitation and very soon people will be doing as you say - whenever you feel like it.
Because you'll have the power of conversational hypnosis when you want to wield it...

Your Risk-Free Trial Invitation

YES
Give Me Instant Access, Cliff! I'm both ready and eager to have the Power
Of Conversational Hypnosis to use whenever I like. I realize having access to
Igor's amazing course is the fastest and easiest way to get it.
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I understand that:

●

Once my trial invitation is successfully processed, you will grant me instant
access to the entire program (over 18 hours of Igor's most powerful secrets including the advanced bonuses, 629 pages of manual including FULL
transcripts and the extra "cheat sheets")

●

My investment is only $197 and I'm taking advantage of a huge discount.

●

I have 8 full weeks with a 100% guarantee to try out this course. If I'm not
completely happy during these 8 weeks, I can ask for an immediate 100%
refund. This is also doubly backed up and insured by Clickbank.

"Because You Are Trying Out The Course Today
You Have
The Exciting Opportunity To Instantly Upgrade
To The
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PLATINUM Power of Conversational Hypnosis
Package
For FREE...Without Risking A Dime!"

"First Real Breath
Of Fresh Air I've
Had In Quite
Some Time"
“I've been studying people like Richard Bandler, John
Grinder, Milton Erickson, Virginia Satir, Robert Dilts, Tony
Robbins, Michael Hall, Tad James, Chris Howard, Les
Brown, and almost everyone who has been a leader in the studies of
Hypnosis, NLP and self-improvement for about 10 years now.
“Originally, what began as a hobby, became my life’s passion.
“Today, I teach teenagers advanced life skills and work doing corporate
sales training & relationship-building, and I consult doing relationship
realignment for couples.
“With this background, you can imagine I've run into a lot of 'variety' in
the learnings I've been exposed to; so if you are considering Igor's
program, you should know that this is the first real breath of fresh air
I've had in quite some time.
“And by that, I mean Igor’s teaching demeanor utterly OOZES rapport.
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“When you sit down and listen to his material, you will find yourself
feeling instantaneously comfortable with his presentation skills.
“And I stress this because I did something I truly hope none of you do!
“I wasted a full month “pondering” about getting this program, all
because of a silly internal thought I had become pre-disposed to –
which was that the name "Igor" triggered a truly foolish internal notion
that if I bought this program, I might have to struggle with someone
who had a heavy Russian accent (kind-of like listening to Mihaly
Csikszentmihaly – the author of “Flow” – when he speaks).
“I couldn't have been further off the mark!
“Igor's spoken voice is as ‘British’ as the BBC, and is as easy to
understand as you could find anywhere, so don’t let his name throw
you off – his diction is impeccable!
"Igor is also wonderfully methodical and precise."
“What I absolutely admire about his teaching style is that, at the end of
each and every step along the way, you will never find yourself
wondering what he meant when he’s finished describing or
demonstrating a process.
“He is truly a master communications instructor!
“Finally, I would encourage everyone to take advantage of his Monthly
Master Classes in the Private Hypnosis Club.
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“As a zealous advocate of the concept that learning is a never-ending
process, I want to remind everyone that once you’ve got his main
program quickly nailed down, the ongoing advantages of having his
monthly follow-up classes (plus the fact that you can always go back
and review them whenever you choose) means that you will be
building a world class and truly amazing knowledge base from which
you can springboard to greater heights in ANY career you may be
involved in.
“ When it comes to my endorsement of Igor’s program, my closing
statement would have to be – When would ‘NOW’ be the best time to
get in?!
"I would be happy to embellish for anyone who has further questions.
"

“You can contact me at

Dave Munday
Life Coach & Corporate Relationships Trainer
Surrey, BC, Canada

So what's in the platinum package for you?

The Platinum package includes a FREE month's membership to our Exclusive
Private Hypnosis Club.
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The Club is the most cutting-edge hypnosis membership site currently
available on the planet...we know that because our members cannot find
anything which comes close to matching it...

Every month Igor records a hypnosis master class on one specific aspect of
hypnosis that only a few true world-class hypnotists know about.

Each downloadable audio class is between 5 to 6+ hours long and is stacked
with advanced hypnosis techniques that reveal hypnotic secrets, tricks and
tactics that are not available ANYWHERE else.

Guaranteed.

For example the current months hypnosis master class which has the club
membership buzzing with excitement is called,

"How To Create Powerful Hypnotic Frames To
Win Any Argument And Get Your Suggestions
Easily Accepted, Even During The Lightest Covert
Trances"
What's more there's a private forum where you can get amazingly detailed
personalized answers to your questions from Igor.
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There's nowhere else I know of where you can get direct access to a world
class hypnotist like Igor to answer your every question or help you out with
any aspect of hypnosis.

And you'll have the option to share your experiences with a friendly likeminded community too.

In fact here's a quick list of all the club benefits you'll soon have...

●

5 to 6+ Hours Of Master Classes Each Month

●

Master Class Manuals & Bonus Resources

●

Private Community Forum incl. Q & A with Igor

●

Igor's Hypnosis Blog Where He Shares Valuable Insights

●

Bonus Downloadable Monthly Hypnotic Inductions

●

Additional Member Support

●

And Special Extra Bonuses...

Oh one thing you should know is the master classes are DELETED after they
have been available for just two months and are never made available again...
so if you want them you need to join and download them!
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Latest Membership
'Private Hypnosis Club' News...
The following Master Class will be deleted without further notice to make way
for new content...

"How To Use Conversational Hypnosis To Make A
Killer Presentation, Influence A Group, Close Any
Deal And Even Get A Standing Ovation!"
So if you don't want to miss out on this and other killer advanced classes
which will help you become a master hypnotist in no time flat then grab
this FREE month's trial membership now.

The monthly membership is usually just $47 which is a bargain considering the
enormous value you receive as a member.

With the PLATINUM Package you'll get the first month FREE!

And if after you've checked out the club for up to a full 30 days without
risking a dime you want to cancel your membership, then simply send a
quick email and I'll see to it immediately.

No questions, No hassles, No Problems. Okay?
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So for the same low initial investment of $197, you can upgrade your Power of
Conversational Hypnosis Course to the PLATINUM Package with all the juicy
private hypnosis club membership extras!

If after 30 days you decide to keep your membership to this exclusive club
then you will be billed $47 a month for as long as you decide to remain a
member. There is no long term commitment, and you can cancel anytime you
wish

Extra PLATINUM Package Free Bonus:-

And if you order today I will also guarantee you get this special extra bonus of
the complete audio recordings on

"How To Train Highly Responsive Hypnotic
Subjects So That All Your Hypnosis Targets
Become Eager & Able To Obey You"
After all if you can't get people to respond to your commands and suggestions
you're going to struggle! These recordings will solve any problems you might
encounter....

You get more than 4 hours of killer little-known hypnosis power.
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If you really want the power of a master hypnotist then upgrading to the
Platinum package is a bit of a no-brainer, especially as you won't be risking a
dime to check it out!

Remember you're totally protected
by my 8 week 100% no hassle
guarantee, which is backed up by my
trusted online retailer, Clickbank.
If for any reason at all (or no reason)
you're not completely happy then you'll
get every cent back.

Fair Warning: This free platinum upgrade is being tested. At some point soon
I'm probably going to remove the free month and charge for it instead...so if
you like things for FREE and you don't want to miss out on any more deleted
master classes then you need to grab it today.

You don't want to kick yourself for getting left behind on this one...

Remember - the platinum upgrade is totally free for the first month, and if you
decide to stay, you can always instantly cancel it whenever you feel like it.

Click Here Now To Get Your Platinum Package
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Servers Are 100% Secure Using 256 Bit Encryption
Or if you don't want the Platinum Upgrade with the free month's access to the
private hypnosis club and the extra free bonuses then please click the link
below...

Click Here For The Standard Package

Servers Are 100% Secure Using 256 Bit Encryption

9/7/2008

9/7/2008

I'm looking forward to hearing about your success,

Clifford Mee - Editor & Publisher
Certified Master Ericksonian Hypnotist
Certified Hypnotherapist (American Board Of Hypnotherapy)
Accredited & Certified NLP Master Practitioner
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Certified Success Life Coach

P.S. When you get the Power of Conversational Hypnosis with the
Platinum upgrade today I will personally ensure you also get a
copy of Igor's new 'Hypnotic Storyteller' program! (worth
$127) as a special "Fast Action Bonus".
This mega bonus includes over 7 hours of killer audio content, a
quick-start manual, and a bonus hypnotic induction to ramp up
your skill-set at getting people to hang on your every word in
record time.
This extra, extra bonus will be immediately removed without
warning as soon as the course is officially released which will be
any day soon...
Remember - the platinum upgrade is totally free for the first month,
and you can always instantly cancel it whenever you feel like it,
even during the free month.

Click Here Now To Get Your Platinum Package

Servers Are 100% Secure Using 256 Bit Encryption
Of course your investment today is covered by my incredibly
generous 60 day guarantee. Get it today. If you aren’t blown
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away by what you learn in The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis,
simply email me at any time in the next 60 days and I’ll refund your
money in full.
P.P.S Still skeptical? I completely understand, you don't know
me or Igor and maybe you're not sure if this is the right program
for you. But consider this...
How powerful and * results orientated * must Igor's knowledge
be if the world's leading "how to do seduction" company - a multimillion dollar business that lives or dies on its ability to turn
hopeless geeks into modern day casanovas within three evenings consults with him? Click Here For The Power Of
Conversational Hypnosis

"Igor Is A World Class
Hypnotist"

"Igor Ledochowski is a
world-class hypnotist, coach and NLP
trainer.
"He has greatly helped my company
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using cutting-edge models of language and
behavior to take our live programs to the
next level."
Nick Kho
President of Real Social Dynamics
Now The World's Leading "How To Do
Seduction" Company
Los Angeles, California, USA
www.realsocialdynamics.com

P.P.P.S Got more questions? Here's our comprehensive FAQ. If
I haven't covered your particular question below, simply send your
question in here and you'll receive a speedy answer. Or chat
directly to LIVE support.

Frequently Asked Questions
(1) What if I have any questions about the course? Will I be able
to get help?
(2) How does your guarantee work?
(3) What's actually included in the "The Power Of Conversational
Hypnosis" Program?
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(4) How do I know this will work for me?
(5) I am brand new to hypnosis. Is this program suitable for me?
(6) I already know something about hypnosis. What will I learn
that I don't already know?
(7) Igor Ledochowski is a strange sounding name - Is Igor's accent
difficult to understand?
(8) What are Igor's credentials to teach this material?
(9) How long will it take before I start seeing results?
(10) How do I know that in this program you aren't using hypnosis
to control me?
(11) How do I get a hard copy of the Power of Conversational
Hypnosis?

Answers
(1) What if I have any questions about the course? Will I
be able to get help?
Absolutely. There is live support which is usually available online
from 8 a.m until 8 p.m USA (EST). At other times simply send a
support ticket here or email us and you'll receive a reply shortly
after. Alternatively you can call us on 1-612-233-3360
Don't worry if you are technically challenged, we'll even walk you
through downloading the course and making sure everything is
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working the way you want it.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(2) How does your guarantee work?
"The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis " is fully guaranteed to be
the most powerful and useable course on using hypnosis in
everyday conversations or you get all your money back.
You have a full 8 weeks to go through the program and see for
yourself what's on offer. Listen to the audio sessions, go through
the manual and the cheat sheets.
In the highly unlikely event that you aren't 100% thrilled and
delighted with the program, for whatever reason, just contact me
for a full refund on your investment. Simply drop me an email and
you'll receive a prompt and courteous refund. It's that simple.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(3) What's actually included in the "Power Of
Conversational Hypnosis" Program?
The "Power of Conversational Hypnosis" program contains 16 audio
sessions in total. 12 of these are the main program and 4 of them
are the extra advanced bonus sessions. These audio sessions come
as MP3 downloads so you can access them straight away.
You also get a 629 page manual that contains transcripts of the
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audios (so you can easily refer back to the information) plus
additional resources to help you master hypnosis. The Study Guide
is a downloadable PDF document so again you can get this straight
away.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(4) How do I know this will work for me?
Igor has trained thousands of people both in his own seminars, via
his online courses and books and as a trainer for a number of
major organizations. He knows what works and, more importantly,
how to teach people to use hypnosis and get great results.
In any case, remember that you're fully covered by my 100%
money back guarantee. In the unlikely event that this is not the
right program for you, you'll receive a full, prompt and courteous
refund.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(5) I am brand new to hypnosis. Is this program suitable
for me?
Most definitely. "The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis" starts
from the foundations of how to use hypnosis in everyday
conversations. There are routines at the end of the first session
that absolutely anyone can do to start building their hypnosis
power fast.
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Even better, right from the start of your hypnosis career you'll be
following and using proper, proven principles and you won't waste
time being misled by some of the dubious information about
hypnosis that unfortunately is out there.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(6) I already know something about hypnosis. What will I
learn that I don't already know?
If you already know something about covert hypnosis, the "The
Power Of Conversational Hypnosis" program will "fill in the blanks"
and give you the "missing pieces" that you are almost certainly
lacking.
Look, I don't like to criticize other people but the plain truth is that
there are a lot of very poor hypnosis training products out there on
the market. Many of them (probably most) don't include vital
information that you need to really master hypnosis and be able to
use it confidently and consistently to get the results you want.
So, if you already know a little about hypnosis but you're not
getting the results you want, "Conversational Hypnosis" will give
you the missing pieces of the puzzle. Remember, you're covered by
my guarantee so you've got everything to gain and really nothing
to lose.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
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(7) Igor Ledochowski is a strange sounding name - Is
Igor's accent difficult to understand?
Igor has one of the world's easiest and most enjoyable English
accents to listen to. He has lived in England for most of his life and
has trained his speech and presentations to be of a very
professional standard.
Remember some of the world's biggest companies have hired him
to train their staff so he is internationally recognized and is easily
understood whether you're an American, Canadian, Australian or
indeed if English is your second language.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(8) What are Igor's credentials to teach this material?
Igor has numerous credentials in the field of hypnosis and other
persuasion disciplines.
Igor runs specialized Master Classes, training hypnotherapists in
advanced skills, for professional hypnotherapists bodies like the
London College of Clinical Hypnosis or the Hypnotherapy
Association. Igor is a full member of the British Society of Clinical
Hypnosis, the Association for Neuro Linguistic Programming and the
International Network for Humanistic Neuro Linguistic Programming.
He has written several books and recorded several audio products.
His book “The Deep Trance Training Manual Vol. 1” has been
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received with much enthusiasm in the hypnotic community,
instantly selling out of the first print run and going on to be a best
seller amongst hypnosis books.
Igor is also the author of the highly acclaimed "Conversational
Hypnosis" program. "Conversational Hypnosis" is widely regarded
as the final word in how to use covert hypnosis in regular, everyday
situations. It's the #1 ranked program in this field.
Igor has a hypnotherapy practice. At his clinic he has worked with a
variety of people from those wanting to stop smoking to people
with phobias.
Igor is the founder of the Curious Company. He delivers training
programs designed to teach corporate executives powerful tools for
the workplace.
Among his other achievements, in 2004 Igor was appointed the
personal mentor for mind mastery to the UK's top leadership expert
David Taylor (author of the internationally best selling “Naked
Leader” series of books).
Igor Ledochowski founded the Training and Executive Coaching
Consultancy ILEDO. Incorporating the principles of NLP and using
specialized hypnotic techniques Igor trained groups and individually
coached business leaders in leading international organizations,
such as Grant Thornton and Proctor & Gamble, to accelerate
change and improve their performance in the workplace.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
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(9) How long will it take before I start seeing results?
Well, like everything, this is largely up to you. The core 12 sessions
include routines for you to start using and practicing your new skills
straight away.
You could listen to all 12 core sessions in a single day if you really
wanted to. Or just the first session. Even after the first session you
will begin seeing results with your conversations. Typically, most
people will get the best results from listening to a couple of
sessions a day for a week and doing the suggested routines. At the
end of a week, you will easily have a thorough grasp of
conversational hypnosis and be using your new hypnotic skills to
amazing effect.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(10) How do I know that in this program you aren't using
hypnosis
Hypnosis is very, very powerful, yet it has limits. One of those is
that it is not possible to get someone to do something that breaks
their own moral code or that is harmful to them.
Think about this as well. If it really were possible to control people
just by having them listen to an audio recording, then you would
NEVER be offered this program. Igor and I wouldn't want anyone
else to know the secret and we would already be the secret rulers
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of the world!
So, let me assure you there are no "subliminal messages" or any
other tricks. The program does include a number of hypnotic
sessions that you can use to help you master the information more
quickly and easily, as well as being generally beneficial to you in
creating a more fulfilling life.
As for getting you to buy other programs from us, we rely on oldfashioned value for money and delivering a truly great and
worthwhile program for you!
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
(11) How do I get a hard copy of the Power of
Conversational Hypnosis?
Firstly the hard copy is an extra service I operate for digital owners
only. So once your trial invitation for the course (either standard or
platinum) is processed you will then have the option to have a hard
copy produced and shipped.
I've put together the options so you can just have the CDs printed
on demand and shipped, which will be more efficient (and
inexpensive) or the whole course shipped including the 631 page
manual and the cheat sheets if you prefer.
The 16 CDs (and a bonus CD with digital copies of the manual and
cheat sheets) by themselves are $95 + shipping & handling to your
country of residence. Just drop me an email with what you want
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once you are a digital owner and I will have a hard copy sent out to
you immediately. If you want the whole works printed up and sent
to you, that's $198 + shipping & handling to your country of
residence.
Shipping and handling is done using Global Priority post. For CDs
only it is $11.95 for USA, $22.60 Canada and $34 for Worldwide.
For the entire course shipping and handling is $11.95 for USA,
$31.60 for Canada and $41.50 Worldwide.
Click Here For The Power Of Conversational Hypnosis
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(c) Clifford Mee - http://www.conversational-hypnosis.com
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